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ASI expects la i^ r
voter turnout for
2006 elections
Jennifer Hall
M USTANCi D A IIY

With
ASI
elections
fast
approaching on May 3 and 4, the
current ASI representatives are
pushing for an increase in voter
turnout for the 2()06-20()7 ASI
president and board of directors
election.
ASI has
set a goal of
25 percent
v o t e r
turnout for
next week’s
election, a
10 percent
increase
from 2005.
Turnout in
2004
was
18.6 percent
and
20.6
percent in
2003.
“ We cre
ated
the
goal because
we think it’s
in c r e d ib ly
im p o r t a n t
ASI’s goal
that students
vote,” Tylor
Middlestadt, the current ASI presi
dent said. “We thought it was a
challenging goal, but it is achiev
able.”
A statement about why students
should vote written by Middlestadt
appears on the ASI Web site along
with the slogan, “One Voice,
17,000 strong.” The slogan was
chosen from a number of student

B v th e

ideas on how to promote voter
turnout.
“Every student is a shareholder
in
student
government,”
Middlestadt said.
The Web site also includes a list
o f candidates for president and the
board of directors and includes
statements from Anne Cliapapas
and
Todd
Maki, the two
p re s id e n tia l
candidates.
This year is
the
largest
ballot ASI has
ever experi
enced. There
are over 50
candidates for
25 seats on
the board of
directors.
Each college
is represented
on the board
with three to
five delegates.
The number
o f seats is
decided
by
the popula
for 2006.
tion o f stu
dents in the
college.
“We’re also counting on the
record number of candidates to
bring in voters,” Middlestadt said.
ASI will be handing out addi
tional candidate statements, voting
and polling information to students
in order to increase voter turnout.

BTOMBERS
Voter Turnout
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Matt Kelly, a local homeless man, begins to set up for the sleep-out in the University Union Tuesday
night with Suzy Becker, a math senior, and Paul Sittig, a city and regional planning senior.

Looking ^Beyond Sheltef at homelessness
Jem m a Wilson

for people m need, and created the
film “Will We See Them?,” which
focused on local statistics of home
lessness in San Luis Obispo.

wouldn’t find a bunch of drunks or
drug addicts, you would find a
soul,” Parkinson said.
‘‘Soup and Substance” were
The San Luis Obispo County
served for lunch as part of Beyond
Homeless Services con
Shelter’s
Homeless
ducted a survey on Oct.
Awareness Week Tuesday
25, 2(K)5 and concluded
Títere are about 2 ,5 0 0 homeless
where about a dozen stu
that there are about 2,5(K)
people in the county and only 7
dents gathered for a meal —
homeless people in the
percent were staying in shelters,
consisting of soup and bread
county with 42 percent, or
— and watched a short doc
according to a 2 0 0 5 survey from
1,015, being women and
umentary on homelessness
girls. Only 7 percent of the
the San Luis Obispo County
in San Luis Obispo.
homeless were staying in
Homeless Services,
‘‘Homeless people are by
shelters and that is because
and large not seen,” Eric
“ the shelters were at maxiParkinson said,‘‘people don’t want
Parkinson said he made the doc mum capacity.
to see them.”
“Our first goal is to raise aware
umentary because people need to
Parkinson is president of see how homeless people are liv ness,” Parkinson said. “ It’s not
VeAhavta, a nonprofit organization ing.
about the money, it’s about making
dedicated to providing assistance
“You go to a shelter and you
see Homeless, page 2
M U S TA N G DAILY

2 0 .6 %
in 2003.

18
.
6
%
in 2004.

15
.
0
%
in 2005.
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see Voting, page 2

Poly opens doors for students in forestry and natural resources
Lauren Z ahner

which already includes all nine
University of C'alifornia campuses
M USLANC. D AIIY
and three other CSU campuses.The
Cal Poly’s admittance to a natural CESU’s goal is to promote educa
and cultural resources management tion and research in the manage
network that partners with federal ment of natural and cultural
agencies will provide students with resources.
more senior projects, senior theses
The head of Cal Poly’s Natural
and hands-on opportunities.
Resources
Management
C'al * Poly was one of three Hepartment, Doug I’iirto, antici
C'alifornia State Universities (C'SU) pates cooperation with the U.S.
to join the C’alifornia C'ooperative Forest Service and the National
Ecosystem Studies Unit (CX’ESU), Park Service. For example, if the

National Park Service had a
research project, Piirto said, they
would call C3al Poly looking for fac
ulty to collaborate with because of
its strong forest science and natural
resources management department.
The faculty would then open
involvement to students, who often
are wondering what they will do for
their senior projects, Piirto said.
“Flow many times has a C’al Poly
student asked another student ‘I
wonder what I’m going to do for

my senior project’?” Piirto said.
Membership in the C'ESU will
open more doors to work with
other UC and CSU campuses and
will benefit programs all across C'al
Poly.
“It increases visibility of the uni
versity. It enhances our reputation if
we come through on we promise to
do,” Ihirto said.
Other federal agencies such as the
Bureau of La,nd Management,
Natural Resources C’onservation

Service and NASA partner with the
CESU consortium. They provide
funding for the projects and pro
grams.
Cine of the current opportunities
at the C'ESU is the “Experimental
Manipulation of Artificial Water
Developments in Mojave National
Preserve.” Another project is the
“CYimmunication strategy for the
San Francisco Bay Area Networking
Inventory and Monitoring Program
see Forestry, page 2
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Homeless
anitinue/l frotn ptige I

people feel like they are a uinian
being.”
l.iter that night at li.K'kstage
lh//a, lk“yt)nd Shelter
iiosted Slam l\H‘try tor
Ntndents followed by a
^leep-ollt
in
the
University Union to
reeognize honieless11 ess.
■‘We wanted to give
^tlldents an experience
of what It would be
like to be homeless m
S.in i.uis Obispo," said
Sii/y Itecker, a mathe
matics senior and
member i>f Student
C'oiiimunity Services.
She said that Student ('omimmits
Services added .1 twist to the sleepout this year by bringing cardboard
boxes for students to attempt to cre
ate a shelter with.
“We are attempting to build
stmiething you have to sleep on, and
it isn’t going good so far,” Becker

M.itt Kellv, a ,S( l-year-old homeless nun w ho lives on the streets ot
San fills Obispo, commented that
he had brought his house with him
as he began to set up his tent tor the

ustan c
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I’m really, truly liappy. I’m content,”
Kelly said,
As for the situation of being
homeless in San l.uis Obispo, he said
situations needed to improve and
"we all need to be treated better.”
Other
events
scheduled for the
week include a
resource fair at the
San Luis Obispo
library from I to 4
p.ni. tod.iy 111 addi
tion to the movie
“Out 111 the C]old,”
which focuses on
the life of lesbian,
Parkinson
gay, hisexu.il and
o rg .m iz .itio ii
transgender youth
living on the streets.
The movie will be shown at Phillips
^P
Lhursd.iy, Beyond
'Shelter will have a booth at the
farmers’ Market and there will be a
lioineless art display in the Epicenter
Prom b to b p.m. Saturd.iy will feature the main event, the W.ilk to
Fight Homelessness, at Santa Kosa
Park at H) a.m.

You go to a slielter and you
wouldn’t find a bunch o f
drunks or drug addicts, you
would find a soul.

Forestry

— Eric
pri'M iiiMit i > r V i ' . M u v t . i i i o n p r o l i t

Kellv has been living in San Luis
( )bispo for two years and atter meetmg Janice Stone, a homeless shelter
organizer. Kelly has since become
clean .md stiber and is looking forward to a better life.
“I’ve been clean for four months
and this is the first time in iiiv life
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ot tiK \.iiional Park Service.”
File C!alitorm.i ('LSU b ase is
It U (' Berkeli v I he ( LSU ac.idMiiu coordiiuioi j
I )iaz. ot
.he Berekelv (ailiege ot Natural
Resources, said the C aliforma
‘"hSLJ needs to continue to offer
the federal agencies knowledge.
“W lut C^il Poly brings is addi
tional faculty and expertise that is
unique to C'al Poly,” Diaz said.
“ Each of the California schools
has unique expertise that could
be useful to federal agencies.”
He added that California
C'ESU membership growth
would be beneficial.
“ Hopefully the program is
exciting enough that federal
.igencies will promote it.” he said.

. . . o r on A P ?
THE AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS
UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING

JQr FarrellSmythInc

a real estate company

Off campus
housing center

names of the candidates for ASl
president, as well as a blank space
coatinueA from page /
for write-in candidates. The candi
dates
for the ASl board of directors
“Voting is one ot the most
important rights m our societv,” will correspond to the voter’s col
Vhddlestadt said “Voting on cam lege Students iiiav onlv vote for
the candidates from their specific
pus is .1 bridge to voting m life”
t)n voting day, representatives college.
“ We just want more students to
from the Le.igue of Women Voters
on
campus;
period,”
will be manning the six voting sta vote
Middlestat
said
tions around campus. Students will
For more information about the
need their student I I ) m order to
,ASI elections visit the Web site at
receive a ballot.
The ballot will contain the www.asi.calpoly.edu/elections.

check out online
rental/applications
and sales

www.farrellsmyth.com
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Favorites

W H O SAID THAT?

Book: '‘C'ount ol Monte CTisto”
Movie: “ I he C'iooiiie.s”
Drink: Milk
Place in SLO: The top ol IVrhimo
C'anyon Road, because there's such a
pretty view. But, Morro Bay is pret
ty cool too.

You can m ake m o re friends in tw o m o n th s by b e c o m in g
in terested in o th e r p eo p le than you can in tw o years by try in g
to get o th e r p e o p le in terested in you.
— D ale C 'arnegie

In m y m any years I have c o m e to a co n clu sio n th at o n e use

If You Could ...

less m an is a sham e, tw o is a law firm , and th ree o r m o re is a
congress.

— meet anyone dead or alive?
Meet my grandpa that I never met.

— Jo h n A dam s

W o rd ly
W ise

— have any job what would it be?
A racecar driver.

M achination: A crafty
scheme intended to
accomplish some usual
ly evil end.

Either/or
— Chocolate or vanilla?
Chocolate

B
R
E
A
K
IN
G
N
EW
S
UPDATED AT THE SPEED OF COLLEGE LIFE

— Hearing or seeing?
Hearing, I cannot live without
music.

Name: Emma Chow • Year: sophomore
H om etow n: Menlo Park
Major: environmental management protection

w w W o M e s t t a iin g d la M y o ] n i( £ t t

— Cell phone or computer?
Computer

Under Four . . . o r beads on thefloor ?
THE AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS UNDER LOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
V* ^..kW

9 0 % of Cal Poly students .
. □
drink the same or less on Mardi Gras weekend
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State briefs
SAN F R A N C IS C O — Iwo
incn wlici claim they were beaten
by tlie son of a former top-rankmt; San Francisco police otBcial
cannot sue the police department
for allegedly allowing the exces
sive use of force, a federal judge
ruled.
A district judge in San
Francisco dismissed all claims
against the city on Friday after
finding no evidence that police
knew of OtFicer Alex Fagan Jr.’s
alleged tendency tt) use excessive
force.
— llic Associated Press
• • •
SAN DIEGO — Lifeguards
called ort the search Tuesday for an
unidentified swimmer who was
reported missing in the waters ofF
the coast t>f San I )iego's La Joll.i
neighborhood.
The search began Mondav
when lifeguards received a report
from a wtiman w ho said she saw
someone being pulled out to sea
by a rip current, said Maurice
l.iK]ue. a spokesman for the San
I )iego Fire-Kescue nepartment,
which comprises the citv’s life
guards.
1)i\ers searched for about an
hour before dark on Mond.w and
for two hour> luesdav morning.
Luc]ue said the divers focused on
.111 area about l(»(i yards offshore
w here a person getting swept out
to sea might be taken — but there
was no evidence of a drowning.
— rile Associated Press
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Assembly panel approves bill for
universal health care coverage
Sanianthu Young
ASSCKIM1I) IMUSS
SAtdLAMENTO
— An
Assembly committee approved a bill
Tuesday that would mandate
Ckilifornians buy health insurance
coverage much like drivers are
required to purchase auto insurance.
Although ('alifornia voters and
ptsliticians repeatedly have rejected
forcing individuals and employers to
pay for a universal insurance pro
gram, l.iwmakers are seeking to cap
italize on the momentum from a
new Massachusetts law' that will
make that state the First in the coun
try to establish mandatory health
insurance.
“We have a choice about whether
we’re going to stay stuck in the
mud," said Assemblyman Joe Nation,
1)-San Rafael. “We h,ive a situation
where we have 20 percent of the
population without health insur
ance."
The Assembly Health C'ommittee
on Tuesday held the first hearings on
two proposals from Nation and
.Assemblyman Keith Richman, R Chatsworth. that both lawmakers
said would insure the estimated 0..t
million C^aliforniaiis who lack health
insurance. The committee approved
Nation’s bill 0-3 but rejected
ILichman’s bill lO -l.
.At the center of both bills is a
mandate that individuals be respon
sible for getting themselves health
insurance a controversial propi»sal
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that t.ixp.iyer and consumer groups
warned could lead to higher premi
ums, more uninsured people and
increased medical bankruptcies.
“The pn>blem with the health
care system is that health insurance
is unaffordable or unavailable,” said
Anthony Wright, executive direc
tor of Health Access, a statewide
health care consumer advocacy
coalition of more than 2(10 groups.
“ It’s not that there’s people who
don’t want coverage.”
Both bills would require that
health insurance companies offer
an essential benefit plan, which
would cover medically necessary
services to the country’s largest
population of uninsured. Ikit that’s
where similarities appear to end.
Nation’s hill would create a ben
efits fund that would be financed
by employers that do not offer
health insurance to their workers,
individual premiums and stateappropriated dollars.
Meanwhile, Richman said indi
viduals alone should be asked to pay
for their health insurance. Aside from
low-income families who wt)iild
qualify for assistance. Ricliman’s bill
would mandate Californians buy
coverage that carries at least a S.t.(KM)
deductible.
O itics said btitli bills fail to
address the problem — skyrocketing
health care costs and barriers that
preclude individuals with pre-exist
ing medical conditions from buying
aflord.ible coverage.
“Requiring something people
cannot afford is not a solution U)
solving the health care crisis.’’ said
Jerry Flanagan, health care advocate
at The F'oundation for faxp.iyer and
C'onsiimer Rights.
Committee chair Wilma ('ban
endorsed Nation’s bill, crediting him
for amending his bill to exempt
individuals who cannot afford health
insurance. Nevertheless, she cau
tioned the bill needs more work.
('alifornia voters have been
i>pposed tt> forcing private employ
ers from paying health insiiranee
costs.
In 2(Ki4. voters narn>wly nullified
a state law that would have required
large and midsize employers to help
pay for health insurance for their
workers.
Meanwhile, state lawmakers have
bUxked legislation in the past that
would have created a state-run
health care program.

M in u tk m a n P r o je c t
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Robin Flvidston of Upland, a member of the Minuteman Civil
Defense Corps, protests President Bush’s immigration policy outside
the Hyatt hotel in Irvine, where the President spoke on Monday.

M inutem an Project gains
m ainstream appeal am id
im m igration debate
Gillian Flaccus
ASMH I M I D I'K ISS

IIWINE — 1.auric Lisonbee
worried about illegal immigration
but figured it w.is soinebod\- cIsc’n
issue — until she saw hundreds of
thousands of immigrants and their
supporters marching across her T
screen.
.Soon, Lisonbee had recruited
several friends ti) attend a denu>nstration by the Minuteman Project,
a volunteer gn>up that patrols the
border to keep out illegal immi
grants. Now, the .SI-year-old art
pn)fessor checks the group’s Web
site daily and plans a summer trip to
the Mexican border to help build a
fence.
Miiiuteman organizers s.iy tins
spring’s marelies have pnwed to be
an unexpected ixrruitment tool for
Americans who feel iincMsy about
the burgeoning immigration move
ment but m.iy h.ive considered the
organization a pack of gun-toting
vigilantes.
“We’re not tiding to be more
mainstream — mainstream has
found us." said Stephen Eichler. the
gniup’s executive director. “The> ’i\‘
saying. ‘These guys actually have
teeth, they don’t all chew tobacco,
they ilon’t all have a gun rack in the
back of their truck.’ They'a* saying.
‘They believe what I believe.’ and
they’a* Joining us.”
Lisonbee.
a
registered
Republicap, said only one issue
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matters to her now.
“My vote will go to the candi
date who’s the toughest on immi
gration. whetlier they’re 1)emoerat
or Republican,” she said fa>in her
home in Orem, Utah. “IJefore. we
were prety much the types of peo
ple who WDuld call our congress
men and not take to the streets, lint
that’s all changed now.”
The Minuteman lYoject first
gained attention List year when
Orange Canintv’ resident and former
tax accountant Jim Gilchrist helped
lead Its first 3(i-d.iy patml of the
border in Arizona. Llie group has
added mainstream political u m i I s .
including a network t>f local chap
ters and e-mail lobbying campaigns.
in I )ecember. (iilehrist, a former
Republican, ran as a tlnrd-pary
candidate in a special 1louse elec
tion in Orange (kuiiiy finislied a
respectable third with 2.3 percent t>f
the vote.
Since this spring’s huge pro
immigrant rallies. .3(1(1 people
nationwide have applied tt> start
local chapters, acctirding tt) Eichler.
The gn>up’s goal is .S(Kl chapters by
December and a membersbip of 1
million within 1 1/2 \vars. Eichler
said.
Eichler claimed the organization’s
membc'rship has climbed to more
than 20(MHK>.
But Heidi Beirich, depuy dia*etor of the Southern Poverts- Law
(\*nter’s Intelligence Pmject. which
monitors the Minuteman Project
for racist rhetoric, said that estimate
appears to lx* ridiculously high. She
ort'ea'd no estimate of her own.
"At the border during this last
outing, they had maybe .3(1 people. If
tlxy h.ive 2(M),(KM) people, it doesn’t
seem right,” she said.
Beirich also questioned the
premise that pro-immigrant nillies
will help the Minuteman Project.
She said many ix-cruits ni.iy attend
one or two rallies, hut leave after
they discover what she called the
group’s extremist attitudes.
“They get in tlx*re and tlie\’’re
like, ‘My God, I didn’t sign on for
this,’” she said.
In the coming weeks, the
Minuteman Project plans to set out
in a caravan from Los Angeles to
Washington, with stops in 13 cities,
including President Bush’s vacation
haven o f Crawford, Texas. It is also
raising money to build a private
fence along parts of the CaliforniaMexico border.
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Study: M any w ant to w ork in retirem ent, out for the m onev
Eileen Alt Powell
\ssi KI.MI 1) l-KI SS

The results come as the world’s
population is aging fast, and the sur
vey results indicate there's a discon
NEW YORK — Many people
nect between what individuals and
around the globe want to work m
companies are planning for the
retirement, but money isn’t neces
future. The survey covered more
sarily the most important reason,
than 21,000 individuals and 0,000
according to a study released
employers.
Wednesday.
The survey found, for example,
“The Future of Retirem ent "
that about two-thirds of the people
survey, conducted on behalf of the
interviewed would like some form
London-based HSBC banking
of flexible working schedule .is they
group, found that 2.3 percent of near and enter retirement — perhaps
those surveyed in 20 countries and working fewer hours or taking
territories said that money would extended breaks between projects.
be their main objective for work
But just 30 percent of employers
ing in retirement.
offer older workers the opportunity
But others sought different to work fewer hours, and only 37
rewards, from giving them some percent say they offer older workers
thing meaningful to do with their the opportunity to pursue “new
time to keeping them physically kinds of work.”
active and providing mental stimu
“When it comes to retirement, are
lation.
we hearing one another?” asked

briefs
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W ASHINGTON — TIk
Senate voted Wednesday to divert
some of tlie money I'resident
Biisli rec|iiested for tlie war m
Irat] to instead increase secnntv
on the nation's borders and ttive
the t'oast Guard new boats and
helicopters.
Senators also igiuired a White
House veto threat and over
whelmingly voted against cutting
a Sld6.3 billion measure funding
Iraq, further hurricane relief for
the Ciulf Cxiast and a slew of add
ons opposed by fiscal conserva
tives and Bush.
— '¡'he Associated Press
• • •
WASHINGTON — A Senate
comiiuttce Wednesday announced
an investigation into taxes paid by
major oil companies and asked the
Internal Revenue Service for the
s timpanies’ tax returns.
The
Senate
Finance
Committee promised “a compreliensive review of the federal taxes
paid” by the oil companies on
their record profits last year.
Sen. Charles (irassley, R-lowa,
the committee’s chairman, said
the panel was concerned about
high profits and executive com
pensation at oil companies.
“ I want to make sure the oil
companies aren't taking a speed
p.iss by the tax man," said Grasslev
in a statement.
— / he. issociated l*ress
• • •
H O U ST O N — tdievron
Chirp, has “beefed up" prep.irations at Its GulfChiast oil refiner
ies and pnidiiction facilities .is the
hurricane season approaches, the
company's (T.O said Wediiesd.iy
at the annual stockholders meet
ing.
San
Ramon, (hilif.-based
Cdievniii. the countrv's secondl.irgest petroleum producer, has
backup computer s\ stems, some
p.ire inlaiui otfues and proce
dures tor evacuating
enlployec^ w ho work on ottshore
platttsrms aiiu drilling rigs.
I le said Chevron is still producing about luo.iMiti bara-ls a day
less ih.in It h.id been _ down
about a third (4 its oil and ^:.is pniduction in the Gulf, a fraction of
Chevron's worldwide production.
— I'ht . {.'sociated Press

ALAM O

.M.irtin Glvim, chief e.xecutive of
HSBC US.
Ken 1)ychtwald, a San Franciscobased specialist on aging who was .in
adviser on the survev, said that
employers were “beginning to real
ize that pushing everybody out the
door may not be the wisest thing to
do” because thev risked kising high
ly skilled wtirkers that could prove
difficult to replace.
Instead, he said, employers needed
to consider the “wants" of future
retirees to balance work and leisure.
1 his, he said, would require more
programs allowing phased retire
ment, part-time work, sabbaticals
and opportunities to mentor
younger workers.
Asked who should pay for retire
ment, 43 percent of respondents said
individuals should bear the cost.
About 30 percent said it should be

the responsibility of the govern
ment; 20 percent, families; .iiul .S
percent, an employer.
One surprising hnding was the
role iiulividuals believe the govern
ment should pl.iy in financing aging
populations.
Some 37 percent said they favored
some form of “enforced" additional
private savings, while just 13 percent
supported increased taxes. Seven
percent favored reduced pensions, 24
percent supported raising the retire
ment age and the rest said they were
unsure.
“Their message to the govern
ments is, ‘Help me to save,”’ the
report concluded.
The survey was conducted by
Harris Interactive between October
and December. Countries m the
study ranged from the United States,
(kinada and japan to C2hina and India.

Suprem e C ourt debates the way that states execute killers
Gina H olland
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WASHINGTON — Supreme
C'ourt justices cLished on Wednesday
over how states execute killers, with
one court member saying current
lethal-injection drugs would not be
used on cats and'dogs and a second
arguing that executions do not h.ive
to be pain-free.
1he court blockeil Florida, at the
List minute, fnmi executing Clarence
Hill in January, .IS Hill l.iy on a gurney
with IV lilies 111 his arms.
The justices took up his c.ise with a
lively and stmietimes contentious dis
cussion about the wav states carry out
capital pumshmenl. I he court’s ruling
will determine whether inmates can
file l.ist-minute civil rights challenges
claiming their deaths would be cruel
and unusual punishment.
“Your procedure winikl be prohibiteil it’.ipphed to ».logs and c.its,”justice
John I’.ml Stevens told F'lorula’s assis
tant deputv attornev gi-ner.il, Ckimlyn
Snurkowski.
On the other side, justice Antonin
Scalia viid the ( 'onstitution dtK's not
require painless deaths “Hanging was
not a quick and easv \v.iy to g«\” he
told Hill's l.iwyer. referring to one of
the c«Hintry’s oldest execution meth
ods.
States gr.idually have stopped using
iMiigings. firing squads. g.is chambers
,!iul eUctric ch.iii-s. Now the federal
government aiisl everv «..ipiul punish
ment state but one uses lethal injec-

tion because it is considered more
humane. Nebraska still has the electric
chair, but its use is being challenged in
court.
Oitics of lethal injection h.ive been
bolstered by a 2(K)3 study published in
the Lancet medical journal indicating
that a painkiller administered at the
start of an e.xecution can wear of!
before a prisoner dies.
I lill’s kivvyer, 1).Todd 1)oss, said Hill
.iccepts that he can be executeil for
sl.iving police officer Stephen Taylor
in the co.istal town of I’ensacola 24
years .igo. Hill just does not want to
suffer. I )t>ss s.iid.
Florida argues that it is too late fiir
Hill to contest the plans for his death.
Snurkowski said the only vv.iy 1lill
could file a challenge to lethal injec
tion IS if I lill comes up with an alter
native proposal. 1 hat argument
angered several court members.
justice D.ivid 11. Souter said “whv
does he h.ive an obligation ... to tell
the state how m execute people?"
“Doesn’t the state h.ive a iiiiniin.il
obligation on its own” to investigate

whether its e.xecutions cause gratu
itous pain, .isked justice Anthony M.
Kennedy.
Later, Kennedy reprimanded his
colleagues for laughing as several jus
tices joked about the mischief that
defense kiwyers could cause if forced
to pmpose w.iys to execute their
clients.
“ This is a death case,” snapped
Kennedy, w ho is expected to be a key
vote in the case.
(diief justice lohn Roberts said
that death row kiwyers, if allowed to
pursue last-minute challenges, could
drag out appeals.
Florida's three-drug combination is
similar to that used in other states.The
painkiller sodium pentothal is fol
lowed by a chemic.il, pancuronium
bromide, that paralyzes the inmate.
The final drug is pot.issium chloride,
w Inch causes a fatal heart attack.
Florida IS one of
states that
restrict the use of an .igent such .is
pancumnium bromide in euthanizing
.niinials,justices were toid in a briefbv
three vetennan.inv ' ' ■veterinarians

said “its only effect is to mask any suf
fering endured by the patient.” They
said that the Florida protocol does not
meet standaals for animals.
Several justices appeared surprised
that the state has laws that spell out
how animals should be euth.inized.
but that there are no guidelines for
how prison officials should execute
people.
Snurkowski said the protocol was
lievised bv prison officials six years
.igo after the state stopped using its
electric chair, nicknamed “Old
Sparky,” unless an inmate specifically
requests death by electmcution.
Breyer said it “doesn't seem too dif
ficult” to alter the drugs because of
concerns and that the state should not
“h.ive any interest in causing pain."
The court’s ruling, which will be
.innounced before july. w ill deal with
I limited part of the subiect; w hether
inmates can file special last-minute
civil right challenges to tlie chemicals
used in lethal iniection even it inmates
h.ive exhausted all their regular
appeals.
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Rove m akes

— White
Mouse aide Karl Kove spent almost
tinir hours at the federal courthouse
Wednesday, during winch he made
his fittli grand jury appearance in
the Valerie Plame atFair.
I'ACorted by his lawyer, Kobert 1).
1 uskin, Kove left the building after
undergoing questioning by Special
C'ounsel Patrick Fitzgerald, who is
investigating the leak of Plaines sta
tus as a CdA officer to the news
media in 2(><l3.
Fitzgerald declined to coinment at
the conclusion of the grand jury ses
sion. Kove appeared at ease after
being questioned, joking to reporters
to “move to the back” as the White
1louse aide, his lawvers and several

reporters climbed on the elevator to
leave the building.
Kove’s lawyer issued a statement
saying Koxe's appearance was scheiluled at Fitzgeralds request. “In connectuin with this appearance, the
Special CAHinsel has .ulvised Mr.
Kove that he is not a target of the
investigation” and that no decision
h.id lieen made concerning charges,
1.uskin said.
The defense lawyer said Kove liatl
been called Ixtck to answer questions
.ibout evidence that h.is emerged in
the case since his previous grand jury
appearance last fall.
That new evidence includes infor
mation that ILove’s attorney Iiad con
versations with Time magazine
reporter Viveca Novak during a criti
cal time in the case.
MontFis Fsefore Ikove acknowl-
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edged speaking to finie magazine
reporter .Matt Cooper about the (dA
status of Flame, Novak told Kove's
l.iwyer the White I louse aide might
have disclosed Flame’s CdA work to
Cdioper.
Among other things Fatzgerald is
investigating is whv Kove originally
failed to disclose to prosecutors that
he h.id talked to C'ooper about the
CdA status of Flame.
File undercover CIA officer was
outeii d.iys after her husliand, former
U.S. Ambassador Joseph Wilson,
accused the Hush administration of
twisting prewar intelligence on Iraq
and weapons of mass destruction. No
such weapons have been found in
Iraq.
FMtzgerald has told Kove’s legal
team recently that he has not made
any decision on wliether to charge
the presidential aide and Ktive hasn’t
received a target notification that
would indicate he is likely to be
indicted, said people familiar with
the case, who spoke only on condi
tion of anonymity because of grand
jury secrecy.
Mis grand jury appearance comes
a week after Kove, the arcFiitect of
Hush’s election victories, gave up his
policy duties at the White Mouse as
part of an administration remake to
return to a full-time focus on poli
tics.
Wednesday’s session is believed to
be only tlie second time Fitzgerald
has met with the grand jury e.xaniining questions left unanswered in the
Flame affair. The only other day
Fitzgerald was seen gtiing before the
new panel was I )ec. 7.
An earlier grand jury expired Oct.
28, the day it handed up an indict
ment against Vice Fresident Dick
C'heney’s former chief of stiff, 1.
Lewis “Scooter” Libby, on five counts
of perjury, obstruction of justice and
lying to the FHI. Libby is scheduled
to go on trial next January.
Kove’s legal problems stem ftxiin
the fact that it was not until more
than a year into Fitzgerald’s criminal
investigation that the White House
adviser told the prosecutor about his
contact with C'ooper regarding
Flame.
Kove says he had forgotten the
C'ooper
conversation,
which
tx'curred several slays before Flame’s
identits’ was revealed by conservative
columnist Kobert Novak.
Kove and Novak, who is not ndated to Viveca Novak, also had dis
cussed the C'lA status of Wilson’s
wife.
Other unfinished business in the
pmbe focuses on the source who
pnnided Washington Fitst reporter
Hob WooiKvard information about
Flame, wlurse C'lA identity was
leaked to Novak in July 2(M)3.
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Tony Snow, right, speaks after President Bush announced Snow’s
appointment as his new press secretary, replacing Scott McClellan, in
the Brady Press Briefing Room of the White House on Wednesday.

Fox host Tony Snow named
White House spokesman
Jennifer Loven
A S S O C IA II D PKISS

WASMINCiTClN — Fresident
Hush gave his presidency a facelift
Wednesday, tapping a snunith-talking, telegenic conservative com
mentator .IS the new White Mouse
press secretary.
The appointment of Fox News
pundit Tony Snow as Hush’s third
chief spokesman was intended in
part to help impmve the White
House’s fniyed relationship with the
press corps. Hush paired the
announcement of his choice with
some friendly jabs at reporters, and a
serving of respect for their craft.
“Tony already knows most of
you, and he’s agreed to take the job
anyway,” the president said. Snow
laughing at his side in the briefing
room where he will start holding
court in about two weeks. “He
understands like I understand that
the press is vital to our democracy.”
Snow, a SU-year-old Ohio native,
plans to take over from current press
secretary Scott McCJellan the week
of May 8. He will hold otl'conduct
ing the daily press briefings for sev
eral days while the two overlap.
The choice of Snow was also part
of a White House effort — under
the leadership of new chief of staff
Joshua Holten and with Hush at his
lowest-ever approval ratings — to
reach out to conservatives who
made up the base of suppt^rt for
Hush’s two presidential victtiries but
have been disaffected by gowrnment spending and other issues.
Democrats, though, seized on
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rcnuirks and writings Snow has pro
duced in nearly 2.S years in the
media that have been critical of
Hush, and often provocative. Snow
held several print journalism posi
tions, mostly working for newspa
per opinion pages, and lately has
been the host of the “Tony Snow
Show” on Fox News Kadio and
“Weekend Live with Tony Snow”
on the Fox News CJiannel.
Though usually aggressively
supportive of the president as a
(iO F pundit. Snow has also shown
a confrontational side. In a syndi
cated column, for instance, Snow
has called the president “some
thing o f an embarrassment,” a
leader who has “lost control o f the
federal budget,” the architect of a
“listless domestic policy” and a
man who has “a habit of singing
from the political correctness
hymnal.”
The
Democratic
National
C'ommittee said Snow’s appoint
ment means “truth still snowed in”
in the Hush administration.
The White House — led by
Hush — said Snow’s candor and
colorful talk will he an asset, not a
liability.
“ I asked him about those com
ments, and he said, ‘You should
have heard what 1 said about the
other guy,”’ the president said. “ I
like his perspective, 1 like the per
spective he brings to this job, and
I think you’re going to like it,
tm).
Snow, who took a hiatus from
the media in the late 19'f(ls to
work in the White House under
Hush’s father as a speech writing
director and spokcshian for
regional issues, spoke only briefly.
Neither he nor Hush took ques
tions.
“Helieve it or not, I want to
work with you,” Snow told
reporters. “We’ve got a lot of big
issues ahead and we’ve got a lot of
important things that all of us are
going to be covering together.”
Snow had delayed a decision
about taking the job to consult
with his family — he and his wife
have three young children — and
his doctors — he had his colon
removed last year and underwent
six months of chemotherapy after
being diagnosed with cancer.
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Filipinos are ^Rigjhitiiig M y Goodbye’
Filipino students will gather for
a night o f live music and a film
Liz Soteros-M cNamara
M USTAN C DAIIY

The Pilipino Cailtural E.xchange (PCT) pre
sents “Kighting My Goodbye,” an original pro
duction by C'al l\)ly students Friday and
Saturday at the Cdark CA-ntcr in Arroyo (¡rande.
“Kighting My Goodbye” centers its story’
around the character of Isabelle (l.isa Aguirre)
who returns to the
Philippines after the
death of a loved
one. With the help
of her best tfiend
and others, she
uncovers corrup
tion and in turn
questions her loyal
ties.
The feature .ilso
______________
includes a line-up of
ililferent bands each night. Friday night the
show opens with pert'orniances from Ciabe
Bondoc,Take It SLO and the Chinese Student
Association.
The Saturday night pertbrniers include C'athy
(ialvez of “Leave It to Cdiance”, US C'rew and
Next Ph,ise.
Performances are a part of P (T s cultural
night, w’hich they have hosted every year for the

last 17 years.
P (T members began writing the play last
summer under the instruction of Bernard
Badion, the author of “Leave it to enhance.”
“None of us had writing e.xperience,” co
author Melanie RLibia said. “We (the authors)
are four engineers and a music major.”
Kubia said that one of the greatest obst.icles
in writing the play was the distance between the
authors over the summer months.
“We would be on AIM and be like, maybe
the characters should do this?”
The pl.iy features
several
actors
involved with the
PCF.
Actor
Kaniel
Camacho,
a
mechanical engi
neering
junior
called the show “a
— Kaniel C'amacho
showc.ise of what
ju n io r
our club is about to
(\il Polv and our
culture."
“When 1 came to C'al Poly, 1 w.is looking for
a taniily, I found th.it in PCT.,” CCamacho said.
The authors completed the pKiy w ith a “good
collaboration” Kubia said.
PCT has more than 1(M> members at C^il Poly.
Show’s run Saturday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
the Clark C?enter in Am>yo Grande. Student
tickets are $12 and general admission is $15.

When I canie to Cal Poly,
I was looking for a family,
I found diat in PCE.
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The Philino Cultural Exchange will celebrate its annual cultural night in the Clark
Center in Arroyo Grande.

M u sty th e M u sta n g tak es o n th e R e d B u ll F lu ta g
Kristen Marschall
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On Saturd.iy Musty the Mustang
will soar otf a platform, phimmet .V)
feet into water and only to be
decapitated in front of a crowd of
thousands.
Red Bull Flugtag is the name of
the game and five C!al Poly students
will head to Tempe, Ariz. to com
pete against
other teams with
contraptions that include a toilet, a
trailer home, Pac Man, a taco. Elvis
and the Shaggin* Waggm’ from
“Dumb and Dumber."
“My roommate is a Red Bull rep
for the campus and he kept encourag
ing us (to apply)." said Jt>sh Crane, a
C?al Poly team member and materials
engineering senior. In addition to
C'rane, the team is comprised of

mechanical engineering senior Blake
West, mechanical engineering sopho
more Ian Journey, emp science and
.igriculture business senior Anthony
J.iques anil n'creation administration
senior 1 inds.iy Simpson.
The team sent m five applications,
which included ide.is for a giant
Frisbee;.! Mary Poppins theme, com
plete with a giant chimney and even
the backside of a bull that a team
member would ride a bike out of. But
out of a total of2<K( applic.itions. only
.51 were selected and the Musts’
dcMgii was one of them.
Perhaps it was the idea ts) convert
Musty into a 'Fmjan horse, but C'.rane
belics’es that Red Bull Flugtag
Arizona is going for a college theme
this year, ('al l\)ly is one of many uni
versity teams competing, while others
hail from Oregmi, Texas, W.i.shington

catch
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and New Mexico.
Liz Ordeiistein, a communications
coordinator for Red Bull, said the
competition is open to anyone and
everyone but there generally are a lot
of college entrii’s.
“(A)llege students aa* great," she
s.iid. “They’a* caMtive, they h.ise a
sense of humor, they know how to
amp up the camd. ... They (the C!al
Poly team) wea‘ one of the teams that
had the perfect mix."
T he main competition, however,
w ill be* between Kxal universities such
as the University of Arizona and
Arizona State, which each have a
couple of teams.
It is a riN’alry' that C'ranes team
incorporated into their skit, which is
mandatory for all teams to perform
befoa* launching their contraptions.
O ane said two (]al Poly students will
da*ss up as a w’ildcat and a sun devnl
(to mock the Arizona mascots) only
to be la.sstH.-d and hogtied by two
other team members da-ssed as a
ctiwboy and a cowgirl. All the while,
“C?otton Eyed Joe” will be playing
and will change over to “C'.aliforma
Love” at the end to show’ the team s
pride for their state.
The team will then roll Musty’ otf
the platform into Tempe Town Lake
when the head w’lll come otf and
split in half to make wings for O ane
to sail dow’ii.
Though the teams have had about
two months to put their device
together, O ane said his team only
started within the last two weeks.
“We’re college students you know,
we procrastinated,” he said.
The team is making Musty’ out of
2-by-4s and wheelchair wheels. The
body is covered in cardboard and
then painted. But there is one
minor problem.
“We can’t get it out of the back-

t:m>RTF.SY P H O TO

Musty the Mustang, built by
Red Bull Flugtag event.

Poly students, makes his debut at the

yaixl," O ane s.iid.The crafr is uhi big
to get amiiiid the house, so they' will
have to transport it over the roof
“It’ll be an adventuu- to get it
over,” Oane s.iid. laughing.
The rise students will then load
Musty onto a trailer and make the trip
to Tempe where their performance
will be judged on thn-e criteria: cre
ativity. showmanship and distance.
The goal is to not only be ftiiiny,
but to also make it out as far as possi
ble into the water. The Flugtag recoal
in the United States is 7H feet in the
2(K)4 CTevelaiid competition, but was
195 feet in a Eumpean Flugtag.
The machines must all weigh less
than 450 lbs, including the pilot, and
span no more than 30 feet wide.
Additionally, all devices must be
human-powered and prefabricated
machines are not allowed.

The Flugtag teams will compete
for a v-ariety' of prizes: First place w ill
receive a pilot’s training course at a
cash value of $7,5(K), second-place
winners w ill receive skydiving lessons
at a cash value of $3,(KK) ,ind the
thiul-pkice team w’ill w-iii paragliding
lessons valved $1,5(K) c.ish value.
Other teams can also win awards for
the “Most Oeative” craft or the
“People’s C'hoice” awauL
“Flugtag” is a German word mean
ing “tlyiiig day" - and that’s just what
it is. It started in 1991 in Vienna,
Austria as an idea by Red Bull
founder Dietrich Mateschitz and has
gmw’ii in jHipularity with the more
than 30 Flugtags that h.ive taken place
worldwide.
The first Flugtag in the U.S. took
place in San Francisco in October
see Flutag, page 8
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A ‘Silent’ new awakening

M ore than ju st ‘that single girl’
v

hen I trans
ferred to
C'al Poly last
September, not only did 1
enter a new era in my
college life, but my rela
tionship status changed as
well.
Having been 21 for
less than a year, the only
bar scene I knew was that
of a “taken” girl. When guys
would ask me to dance or ask for
my number, I would tell them
that I had a boyfriend and that
was that.
But, “that” was then and for the
past six months I have been expe
riencing the bar scene in a com
pletely dirt'erent “single” light.
For more than two years I was
in a solid relationship and noth
ing seemed to change when 1
turned 21.1 was finally allowed
to go to the bars on the week
ends instead of “hump night,” and
even though my boyfriend at the
time rarely went with me, I was
content to just dance and hang
out with my group of friends and
stay out of the single crowd; sin
gle meaning no commitment to
anyone but myself.
In my group of relationshipstruck friends I became “that single
girl,” the one friend everyone has.
It seemed almost automatic the
first time I went out after the rela
tionship ended. I noticed guys
standing around everywhere wait
ing to swarm in on their female
prey, buy them a drink, talk, get
their number and if they were
lucky, a date for the night. I know
not all men are there for this pur
pose, but I noticed it happening to
a lot of people and I wasn’t ready
or prepared for it to happen to me.

decided to give my num
ber to. So, we devised a
plan.
K a th r e n a ,,J B ,
While I could still be
Jo u rn a
single at the bars if 1
L o s Ogib4, CA
wanted to, other times my
phone number, and some
times my name, became
AGE 22 IN 2005
confidential. It was like a
game for us — who do
we want to be tonight?
Once, a guy that had been hit
Jessica, Kayla, Mandy? Sure,
confusion happens and we’ve
ting on some of us was escorted
been found out on more than one
out of the bar by the police 15
minutes later for harassing some
occasion when an accidental real
other girls.
name or the wrong fake name
slips out, but it works. I finally
There must have been a sign
on me somewhere that said “ I’m
began to realize that even though
I was single I didn’t always have
single, buy me a drink and I’ll
to play the single role.
give you my number,” because 1
I still go out sometimes on the
definitely got more than one
offer in my newly single state.
weekends and get wild and crazy
and make a complete fool out of
While few men were lucky
myself, but that is my role
enough to get my number, I will
admit that the free drinks were
amongst my friends since I am
“that single girl.” I don’t have to
nice, but I didn’t want to be in
worry about the men unless I
that crowd, at least not yet.
want to, although I am sure the
The last place I wanted to
meet a guy was at the bars and 1 majority of them are nice guys.
hated feeling obligated to talk to
It can be difficult to fall back
them or give them my phone
into the groove of single life after
number when I hadn’t complete being away from it for so long,
ly conformed to my single status
but it is exciting to know that I
quite yet. I would leave the bars
can meet people and be single or
upset because I missed being in a I can say I’m in a relationship and
relationship and I hated that I had still have a good time on the
just talked to guys or given out
weekends without the stress of
my phone number when I had
wondering if I’m leading some
no intentions o f ever talking to
one on.
them again. I knew I was not
It’s OK to be single and pre
being fair to them or to myself.
tend you’re in a relationship but
When a random number
it’s not OK to be in a relationship
would call my cell phone I
and pretend you’re single. I just
blamed myself for not wanting to wish it hadn’t taken me so long to
answer it. I didn’t know if it
realize that being single didn’t
would be someone from the
mean I had to act upon or admit
to my singleness, at least not all
weekend or even better if it was
the time.
someone my intoxicated friends
DRIVER LICENSE
A1234567
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disturbing. The town sporadically
M U S T A N C D AIIY
converts into the worst hell imag
inable and makes finding lost
“Doom,” “Resident Evil,”
daughters rather challenging.
“Super Mario Bros.” These are
Nevertheless, the audience is invit
only a few of the disappointing
ed to help find the missing girl in
films that have stained theaters for
a world where people with flesh
the past decade, an era that many
are just asking to be skinned alive.
gamers and moviegoers have tried
As the story unfolds, the resi
to forget.The words “Silent Hill,”
dents of Silent Hill are found to be
however, mark a new era.
jolly witch hunters that love to
If there has ever been a more
burn little girls who sin. If you like
complex Japanese horror films that
dire need for worthwhile video
game adaptations, it would be
leave you completely befuddled,
now; a time when most of society
take a trip to “Silent Hill.”
has given up on taking the video
If it isn’t obvious that “Silent
game industry and its adaptations
Hill” is much like a stroll down
seriously. “Silent Hill,” which is
“WTF Lane,” then perhaps the
based otT of a popular and twisted
crazy Japanese idea that a guy with
video game series, could be the
a pyramid as a head swinging a 10savior that puts future adaptations
foot sword will help drive the
on the right track. While it’s a far
point home. Surprisingly however,
cry from perfection, “Silent Hill” is nothing in “Silent Hill” is all that
a pleasing experience for anyone
scary; it’s more fun than terrifying
in love with Japanese-inspired hor to watch what bizarre creature will
ror films (i.e. “The Ring” or “The
come around the corner next.
Grudge”).
Although the CGI is usually spotThe plot is similar to the origi
on in creating these inconceivable
nal “Silent Hill” video game in
monsters that only the Japanese
that a woman (originally a man in could conjure up, there are others
the game), played by Radha
that are flat-out disappointing.
Mitchell (“Man on Fire”) and the
But what makes “Silent Hill” an
only cast member worth mention uncanny experience has nothing to
ing, loses her creepy daughter
do with its complex story or
when they arrive in the foggy, ash- blood-splattering visuals; the secret
ridden town of Silent Hill. As the
lies in its audio. The sound alone
woman begins searching for her
creates the foggy and chilling
daughter, her life becomes a cross
atmosphere that millions of gamers
between Pee Wee Herman, Barney have come to instantly love and
and Lucifer. In other words, a bit
see Silent, page 9
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Flutag
continued from page 7

2(K)2 and seven more U.S. locations
foUowed. Later this year. Red Bull
Flugtag will visit Baltimore, Md.
This will mark Ordenstein’s third
Flugtag and it is an event she
encourages everyone to go to.
“It is so much fun and so hilari
ous,” she said. “It’s a good time for
everyone to share laughs.”
She said most U.S. crowds range
from 35,(KK) to 70,(KK) people “we’re
hoping in Arizona to have something
like that.” The largest crowd to-date
was in London in 2(K)3 when over
3(H),(KK) people attended and Hyde
Park had to be shut down — which
had only happened once previously
at a Rolling Stones concert.
Though Crane’s team hopes to
walk away from the competition
with a prize, he said the main reason
to participate is to have fun.
“We have tons of midterms next
week but it’s worth it,” Crane said.
“I’ll probably never get the chance
to do this again, so 1 might as well
do it.”
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H ang out ‘O n the Streets o f SLO’
Jennifer Boudevin
M U S IA N < ; D A IIY

Kids at the Ma.xine Lewis Memorial Shelter
have been up to something crafty lately.
Wielding crayons, markers and active
imaginations, the youngsters have spent a
couple o f hours each week creatively
expressing themselves and preparing pieces to
be displayed as part of “On the Streets of
SLO.”
The unique art exhibit opens with a
reception from S to 7 p.m.Thursday, April 27,
at the University Union (iallery — located in
the Epicenter on the second floor of the
union. There will be complimentary refresh
ments and live music by Andrew Heringer.
The display is part of Homelessness
Awareness Week 2006 and aims to create an
opportunity for the community to come
together with the homeless in San Luis
Obispo. It will include a short film, drawings,
collages, constructed butterflies and more art
by the children (and adults) of the shelter and
Prado Day Center.
All proceeds received as donations on
opening night will be given to the Interfaith
CTialition for the Homeless to be distributed
to support children s artwork programs at the
local shelters.
The event stems from a program called
“Developing Through Art,” the brainchild of
co-coordinators graphic communication
senior Amy Whittaker and political science
senoior Caroline Thompson.
With volunteers in tow, they visit the
Maxine Lewis shelter once a week during the
families’ free time to spend time with the kids
and teach them about art.
A similar program, “Express Yourself,” is
put on at the lYado Day Center by Cal Poly
architecture senior Casey Cramer.

Silent
continued from page 8

recognize. The predictable Japanese
video game soundtrack seems a bit
out of place for Hollywood, but 1
think most will be able to fall in
love with its beautiful and childlike
piano theme. Without the time and
effort that went into the sound
effects and music, the unnerving
feeling from the video game
would not have existed. Thankfully,

C O U R TESY m O T t )

Kids from the Maxine Lewis Shelter show off their art in the University Union begin
ning today.
Both programs are funded and made pos
“I am the student supervisor of fine arts for
sible by the Interfaith Coalition for the the UU Gallery, so 1 thought that teaming up
Homeless.
with Student Community Services (SCS)
Whittaker explained how the exhibit came during Homelessness Awareness Week to dis
to fruition:
play
the
artwork
created
during

“Silent Hill” is the first video
game adaptation to transpose most
of its spirit and interactivity onto
the big screen.
While “Silent Hill” certainly
fails to ever be frightening, it
knows how to keep you interested
and entertains despite its barely
passable cast. “Silent Hill” has a set
a bar for its genre and the abun
dance of video game adaptations
coming in 2(K)7 finally have some
thing to look up to.

C lo c k • W s lth e r • H A K • R u g e r • K o c h

Range Master
INDOOR SHOOTING RANGE
Pistol •Rifle •Shotgun

Full Service
Gunshop

COMMENTARY

A n im -a z in g m u sic
Ryan C hartram l

diverse and compelling that the composer, N ubou
MUSTANG IMlLY
Uematsu, has become a global icon in the music
industry. W hile “Tribute” doesn’t cover any o f the
W hen I first heard about “Tribute,” a concert that popular heavy metal renditions o f the “Final
will feature music fiom Japanese animation and
Fantasy” series, there are plenty o f other styles to
video games, I was very doubtful. “It’s just going to
enjoy.
be three or four disorganized nerds without talent,” I
T he music is so diverse and appealing to all
th o u ^ t to myself. A recent preview o f the group,
crowds that even the “Tribute” vocal coach, a nun
put together by the Japanese Cultural Exchange,
from a local Catholic church, is in love with it. 1
however, convinced me to buy a front-row seat.
can’t remember the last time I saw a nun watch
I didn’t find three or four nerds. I found nearly 50 ing anime or playing a video game, so don’t let
extremely talented performers from Cal Poly, Cuesta the source o f the music scare you away; “Tribute”
and all around the
really is for anyone

community per
forming some of
the most creative
and emotional
songs to come out
of Japan. This isn’t
a litde get-togeth
er; it’s a truly
A
groundbreaking
concert that has
been in production
for the past seven months.
“Where did these people come from?” I kept
thinking to myself. It makes you wonder how many
other people in this little town are so ulented. A Cal
l\)ly English professor, a harpist, an accordion player,
a string quartet, several vocalists and a dozen other
mstrumentalists make up this “motley crew” of pas
sionate individuals,” said “Tribute” producer Angelo
Alcid.
“THbute” also features an impressive assortment of
music such as: jazz, folk, blues, opera, rock, classical
and multiple ballads from shows like “Cowboy
Bebop” that could bring you to tears. Songs fixmi
video games such as die “Final Fantasy” series are so

in love with music.
Fans o f this rapidly
growing genre of
music will certainly
be oveijoyed tp heae
the finale, which will
feature over two
of ■ * ( • (
i M t M M A n ia t
dozen musicians play
ing a 15-minute
’ medley o f battle
themes from “Final Fantasy.” It’s quite a risk and a
challenge, but from what I’ve seen, they are some
how pulling it off.
More importantly, however, those who have
never heard this genre of music, especially per
formed live, better be prepared to become addict
ed. This isn’t a show o f bubbly tones and annoy
ing repetition like you might expect; “Tribute”
contains brilliant and original composition, per
formed by surprisingly talented musicians.
“Tribute” will come to the Performing Arts
Center as a one-time deal on Saturday at 8 p.m.

TRIBUTE

• Oun Rmitals $5 each
• Gun Salas (From Just $25 over cost)
• Hugo Salactlon of Ammunition
• Cartiflad Shooting Instruction
• Poppar Spray, Stun Oun, and
Parsonal Protactlon Products
• Gun Accassorlas - Holstras and Gun Safas
• Sura Fira Flashlights
• Banch-mada Knivas
• 5.11 Tactical Waar

rangemaster@sbcglobal.net
www.rangemasterguns.com
149 Granada D rive, Suite A •San Luis O bispo • 545*0322

* W e a t h e r b y • R e m m in g t o n • M a rlin

(“ Developing Through Art”) would be a
great opportunity to not only spread aware
ness of homelessness in San Luis Obispo, but
to also give these kills the opportunity to
express themselves and share their personal
experiences with the community through
art,” she said.
“The kids get so excited when we arrive
and seem to love the art projects. 1 have real
ly seen an improvement over time in both
their confidence and artistic abilities.”
Volunteering at the shelter, program co
coordinator Caroline Thompson noticed
there was a need for kid’s activities during the
families’ free evening time to give the parents
a chance to relax.
“The program helps give parents a break.
Many aren’t able to afford day care, and they
have long days,” she said. “This really gives
them a little time off.”
The children benefit from the art break,
too. “It is so rewarding to see them develop,”
Thompson said, “to see that they are happy
and doing something constructive.”
Students, faculty and community members
are invited to attend the opening, and
Whittaker feels everyone has something to
gain from “On the Streets of SLO.”
“1 would really encourage people to attend
this event because there are so few’ opportu
nities for the community to come together
and support the homeless population,” she
said.
“By simply coming and appreciating the
talents and personalities o f the people
involved with these art programs, (we) are
supporting both the programs and the home
less community,” Whittaker saidaxa.
The exhibit runs through May 19 at the
UU (iallery.
For more information, call ASI Events at
756-6119 or visit www.asi.calpoly.edu/events.

•

The tickets range from $12 to $22, which is a low
pnee Urn what is suie ta be an uicrediUe experience.
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WRITE A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves tlie right
to edit letters for graniinar, profani
ties and length. Letters, coinnientaries and cartoons do not represent
the views tif the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the writers
full name, phone nuinher, major
and class standing. Letters must
com e from a C'al Poly e-m ail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-m ail:
mustangdaily(i^gniail.coni
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Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
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CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a tiaily newspa
per for the C'al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdaily@gmail.com

NOTICE
The Mustang Daily is a “desig
nated public forum." Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
content decisions without censor
ship or advance approval.
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R elationships: L o n g and hard
ith the end of
the
term
upon us (Yes,
it is week five). I’ve been
reflecting a lot on all of the
changes that are about to
take place. For those of us
graduating, gone will be
the days of sleeping in until
noon and the drunken
nights in the middle of the
week. We will soon be
entering the job force,
where I’m trsld they frown
on that sort of thing. And
By ) a n ic e
with summer coming for
all of us, another change
might soon be occurring
inside your very own relationship. It’s that everfeared, ever loathed... long distance relationship.
My own personal stiidinuffin will he moving
out this very weekend, off to the greener pastures
(and gasp-worthy paychecks) that the Bay Area has
to offer. Don’t worry
about me — I have 21
units to keep me satis
fied — but I obvitiusly
sympathize with anyone
out there who is per
forming the long dis
tance dance right now.
I’ve been in the situation
before, with disastrous
consequences, hut from
which I learned many
excellent lessons to take
into consideration when
your happy little nest
expands from the 10 feet
between your dorm
rooms to hundreds,
maybe thousands of
miles.
Lesson No. 1: lalk
once every day. Sounds
obvious, right? But note:
I said once. Don’t turn
into a person whose cell
phone becomes his or
her best friend. I knew a
girl who proudly boasted spending roughly
four hours on the phone
(at international calling rates) with hef boyfriend,
who was overseas and definitely too broke to pay
for the calls. Check in with each other once a day,
and in the event of exciting
news or important info, make
another quick call or send a
text. There is still a life to be
led in said person’s absence.
Lesson No. 2: Don’t, at all
costs, pick a fight.The tiny lit
tle quarrels you might have
had over dinner options or
where to sleep could be easily
fixed by a quickie under the
sheets. But nitpicking over the
phone isn’t so easily remedied,
because the kiss-and-make-up
has been rendered impossible.
Make an honest effort to be
positive and cheery, even if
you’re miserable and miss him
or her more than light brown
M&Ms.
Lesson No. 3: Avoid jeal
ousy at all costs. So he’s been
working with a really friendly
girl you suspect is gorgeous?
So she seems awfully close to
Chad, her neighbor across the
hall? (iet over it. Painful as it
sounds, if something’s hap
pening, you’ll find out even-

W

tually. There’s
no reason to
■t-j ■
unleash the
green mon
ster
unless
you
have
actual proof
(I won’t go
into details,
but foreign
hairs in the
sheets
is
never a good
s i g n ) ,
jealousy
is
Ed m a n
quite possibly
the
most
unattractive
quality a person can have — so give your one the
benefit of the doubt.
Lesson No. 4: Enjoy the new freedom you
have. We’re all guilty of holing up with that special
someone and forgetting the rest of the world exists
when in a happy rela
tionship. But now that
all that time is now
empty, fill it with
something you wanted
to do before but could
n’t fit into your sched
ule. (irah the friends
you’ve been shameless
ly neglecting and go
out for a big meal or
start going to that yoga
class again, (iood times
can definitely still be
had.
I recommend against
trying long distance for
long periods — it’s just
rough on everyone.
But there’s no reason a
strong
relationship
can't withstand or even
benefit from, some
time apart. As for me.
I’ll he in the library
willing myself to not
break any of those rules,
while sorting through
hooks on medieval lit if
you need me.
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I’ve been in the
situation before, with
disastrous
consequences, but
from which I learned
many excellent
lessons to take into
consideration when
your happy little nest
expands from the 10
feet between your
dorm rooms to
hundreds, maybe
thousands o f miles.

Monday - The Bottom Line
Idcklw'ii mryday ethical issues in the busi
ness uvrid
by Aliza Elbert .iiul Jcmicttc Balias
Tuesday - Political columnists
• liilk Back until Jack (Liberal I’ieir)
• Ihe Riishl [\ 'ay ((^onscn’atii'e riew)
by Jack Ingram and Brian Eller
Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
I'heASI president miles about the
issues he finds iniporiani to the sliulent
body.
by Fylor Middlestadt
Thursday - Sex columns
• Daniel Sexplains it All (Male uieu>)
• Undi'r the Covers withJanice
(Eeniale vieu')
by Daniel Ciingras andjiuiiee Ediiun
Friday - Two Classy Gents
llwY've taketi on President Baker,
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Thursday
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technology of
communication
has transformed
miles into millisec
onds; long dis
tance has become
more of an idiotic
trend and less d a
true test of lo O .v
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Professors can solve the
textbook problem
Ir seems that every year Jay 1)evore
writes to the paper to cominent on
expensive textbooks. As always,
I )evore puts the blame on used
copies ot books driving the prices of
new books up. What I )evore fails to
mention is that professors have every
option to assign inexpensive alterna
tives to “required” books that many
students may never crack open
except to do homework problems
each week. Do 1(H) and 200-level
classes really require a $KM) te.xtbook
on simple subjects (e.g., statistics)
when one can purchase $10 to $20
books that teach the same concepts
just as clearly for one-fifth of the
price? Not to mention, said text
books are likely not written by the
professor teaching the course (negat
ing the potential contlict-of-interests), otfering students a different
approach to a subject so that they
might better understand the prob
lems they face.
(A)iisider this a call to arms for stu
dents fed up with textbook prices:
Keep buying used textbooks. 1)o
what you can to obtain books from
the Library Reserve Room or copy
the essentials of problems out of a
peers textbook. Figure out if the
textbook is really providing you w ith
novel information not covered in lec
ture or if you’re being charged addi
tional course fees to do required
homework assignments to fill some
pmfessor’s coders. Textbooks should
be a useful resource, not a second
tuition to supplement professor
salaries.
Shane Lile
Comptéter sdeticc senior

come the Kiwanis are left out of
this distinguished list? Please alert
1lamas that I belong to the
Kiwanis Cdub of Cireater Nipomo!)
Articles 22 2H also blame the
Jews for the French Revolution,
the Communist Revolution, World
War 1,1 he League of Nations,
World War II,The United Nations,
the drug trade and alcoholism “in
all its kinds.”
In Article 32 it says,“! heir plan
is embodied in th e ‘Protocols of
the Elders of Zion’... ” Humza,
don’t you know that this docu
ment is a fraud? Only ignorant or
deluded people believe that this
document is bonafide. Let me
challenge you to find an instructor
in ('al Poly’s history department
that will stand up and s.iy that
either the “Protocols of the Elders
of Zion” or the “Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion” is not a
fraudulent document. Bet you can’t
do It.
Gary Epstein
Idnerilns professor of luatltatuUics
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Disband UPD, SLOPD
could perform the tasks

Every year we p.iy more money
for our education, and every year
they make more cutbacks; degrad
ing the quality of education we
receive. I think the next time we
decide to make cutbacks, we should
disband the University' Police
Department. It is possible that the
revenue they bring in outweighs
their costs, but that revenue is just
more out of the students’ pockets
made from needless tickets. I'he ser
vices that the University Police
I )epartment provides are nothing
th.u the SLOPD couldn’t pert'orm
themselves. Why don’t we shut
down the University Police
I )epartment and take some of that
extra money to pay SLO Police
I )epartment to drive on campus
every once in a while to harass bike
riders and give out tickets at the
meters and up by the intramural
soccer fields between the hours of 6
The Hamas* charter: A
and 10 p.m.
reality check
The University Police
Recently, Humza Chowdhry
1
)epartment
does everything, but
wrote a guest commentary in the
“Protect and Serve.” They ignore
Mustang Daily lambasting Zionism.
rape or hate crimes, which are some
Before enumerating some of the
of few forms of crime that actually
good things that Hamas does, he
assured his readers that “jew'ish peo exist on this campus. Especially since
ple aren’t the problem; Zionism is.” I rich white people can get away with
anything. When it comes to hate
would like to invite Mustang 1)aily
readers to read what Hamas actually crimes, such as the egging of the
CiLBU bi>oth a few years ago. we all
stands for by reading their charter.
know how useful the University
You can find it on the Web at
Police I )epartment was there.
ww w. mideastw’eb. org/h amas.h tin.
Apparently,
at C'al Poly, if you are
There is an introduction and 3f>
gay, then you don’t deserve the same
articles.
In the introduction you will find: rights and pmtection as the rest of
the campus. The University Police
“Israel will exist and will continue
I )epartnient doesn't “Serw and
to exist until Islam will obliterate
Protect” anything but themselves. If
it...”; “Our struggle against the jews
we don’t disband the UPD, we can
is very great and very serious.”
at least change the slogans on their
In Article 7: “The Day of
Judgement (sic) will not come about patml cars to something nmre suit
until Moslems fight the Jews (killing able such as “Spending lots of your
the Jews)...”; (Humza: Didn’t you say money to give you parking tickets
and making sure bike riders don’t
the Jews are not the problem?).
ride on the sidew'alk.”
In Article 13: “There is no soluLeonard Bessemer
tmn for the Palestinian question
Art
ixud (iesii’n junior
except through Jihad. Initiatives, pn>posals, and international conferences
A not so gentle reminder
are all a waste of time and vain
In the commentary Monday con
endeavors.”
cerning
the new movie about the
Article 17: “...their lackeys who
heroic efforts of Americans to deter
are infiltrated through Zionist orga
Islamic extremists fmm flying a
nizations under various names and
plane into a building, Ms. Marschall
shapes, such as Freemasons, Rotary
made it seem that any American
C:iubs ...”
who
wants to relive the “tragedy” is
Article 22: “With their money
they formed secret societies, such as a bloodthirsty savage. What she did
not tell you, unfortunately, is that
Freemasons, Rotary Clubs, the
many of the families whose loved
Lions, and others ... for the purpose
of sabotaging societies and achieving ones died to defend their nation that
day also had a large say as to how
Zionist interests.” (Humza: How

JAMES GLEN MUSIANl. DAII Y

the movie was produced and greatly
appreciated the retelling of the
events.
Many Americans, particularly col
lege students jaded by recent world
events, withdraw themselves into
fantasy worlds revolving around
sports, music or anything else that
can keep their minds off of World
War 111 (face it, we’re in it right
now). Movies like “United ‘>3” are
needed to bring us all b.ick into
reality, to make us face the brutality
of extremist, pseudo-religious ide
ologies and inspire us to take a stand
and fight back. The Americans on
flight 93 symbolize what all
Americans should be, and unless we
hear their story we may lose that
part of our spirit, the American spir
it, that should always be a part of us.
“Let’s roll” should be a phrase ever
at the forefront of our minds for
now and for the rest of our lives.
Ryan H unter
.\/(v /w m V < i/ eni^ineerint; senior

out of your day next Wednesday and believe Mr. Eller may be illuminating
Thursday and vote for Maki for ASI one side of the story: The patriotic
president because, despite what other side. I never understood this argu
candidates may be confused about,
ment, you are either with us or
he really is the man.
against us. I never realized that exptisBlake Bolton
ing someone breaking the law was
Industrial and teduikal studies t^radu- such a shameful act. I never realized
that when someone saw something
ate
wmng they should just forget about
Arabistn and the on-going it because it would be “unpatritnic”
Palestinian terrorism
to expose it. I m,iy not speak for all
In his article, Mr. Cliowdhry
Americans, because I am not a Biblecarry'ing Cliristian, but I don’t want
accuses anyone who supports Israel
secret prisons abmad, I don’t even
to be immoral. How dare he? How
can he accuse Israel’s supporter to be want (luantanamo. Mr. Eller says that
immoral while he supports Hamas, a in order to “earn an award in jourrecognized terrorist organization set n.alism,one would have to do work ...
that benefits society in a meaningful
on killing innocent Jews, Israeli or
way.” I didn’t realize that reporting
not, and is bent on destmying a
country? And this, two days after a
crimes people have committed didn’t
terrorist blew himself up at a falafel
benefit society. If I ever see Mr. Eller
stand and killed nine and injured 60 get into a precarious situation I
during Passover.
will be sure to do an about turn
and forget everything I just saw. 1
With the same bias that has
don’t see why Mr. Eller thinks that
become commonplace everywhere,
every attack against the Bush
Israel’s defense of its citizens is now
administration and their accom
equated with Nazism, with Stiuth
plices is an attack against America.
African apartheid and with geno
ASI elections around the
Maybe people just want them to
cide, all the wrongs of the world,
corner
even if these accusations are as
play by the rules, instead of making
Finally an election is coming our
ridiculous as they are.
them up as they go. Last time I
way unlike the United States gov
checked, certain people close to
ernment, where individuals are not
And fmm where does Mr.
Bush are under investigation for
forced to vote between the lesser of CTowdhrs’ kiu>w that Israel has
hundreds of nuclear weapons? And
leaking classified information, and I
two evils. Next week is the election
that it is funded by the U.S.? Whisse don’t see Mr. Eller calling for pros
for the ASI president .ind Board ttf
Directors candidates — I know
spies does he talk to?
ecution to “the fullest extent of the
Just like in the movies, he is one
law.” It’s odd how he leaves things
you’re counting d(nvn the d.iys like I
out that counter his arguments that
of the many who denuinize Israel
am. Since I’m an old-timer .ibout
and the Jews so that killing them is
are just as current and just as rele
to leave this town I thought I’d
vant. But hey, that’s unpatriotic.
tolerated and legitimized.
throw my two cents into the ring
Bush is great.
He should be advwating peace
about the candidate I think would
David Hansen
benefit all of you next year and even between the two people, as even the
Palestinian
Authorits'
supposedly
is,
linvironmental horticultural sciences
those graduating.
not destmying Israel and blaming
freshman
There is one candidate on the
her
for
all
that
is
wmng.
1
le
should
ballot next week that rises to the
Anne Giapapas the better
top:Todd Maki. Maki is hard-wt>rk- be .ishamed of himself for accusing
Israel
with
this
bias
without
placing
candidate
ing, experienced and passionate, yet
any blame on her enemies.
I just wanted to voice my opinion
also has fresh ideas and perspectives
on the ASI presidential campaign.
And if the suicide bombings in
that would benefit the student body.
His campaign slogan is simply “Todd Israel are a legitimate response to the I think that Anne (iiapapas would
make a good president. She seems
because...” for a number of reasons: faults of Israel, what are they for in
Iraq and Afghanistan and other
very well-rounded and she would
but the one 1 want to highlight to
places?
get a lot accomplished as ASI pres
you is because he is the best candi
ident. She could bring some new
Ben G oodm an
date and will make your school year
SLO resident
ideas to Cal Poly which could
a little smoother. Maki has the expe
really help. On the other hand, I
rience necessary to get things done
don’t think Maki’s ideas are very
and also genuinely loves to serve the Mr Eller only gives the
feasible. Overall, Anne (iiapapas is
campus. His only personal agenda is patriotic argument
I once again ga.sped as I read “The the much better candidate. Thank
to improve the campus through a
Right Way,” a piece of journalism so you for hearing my opinion.
number of different initiatives.
Billy Balias
interesting I read it weekly. While the
Check out www.toddbecause.com
things
he
said
were
interesting,
I
Communication studies Junior
for more details. Take a little time
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F ood a l i a s e s appear
to be on the rise

Calif, judge clears way for stem-cell research
Jam es H ohniunn
II

I VM O K I) 1I'M! V

s I \ M ( iKl I)

S l ANt OKI )
A ('alitornia
'luim' on 1riii.iv I kMrei.1 the wav
tor the state to Unu) a steni-eell
rese.nvh proHiam approve(.l bv vot
ers in 2UU4. Staniord University
eientists .it the School ot'
M eiiuine vvelemned the court
decision, savinu that it would
boost their research etiorts. In the
November
2uil4
elections.
C'alitivrnia voters .ippnwed ,i ballot
measure by a
percent marnm
that made $3 billion of state
money available for stem-cell
research over the next decade.
$2.30 million annually over 12
years.
The measure, Proposition 71,
laid the groundwork for the
C'alifornia
Institute
of
Regenerative Medicine, which
approves grants for researchers and
organizations. In the initial grant
process, the School of Medicine
was chosen to be one of nine
recipients of the money.
I'ro-life and anti-tax groups
filed legal challenges to hinder the
researv h progi.im that the voters
had .ipproved. arguing that the
process was unconstitutional
because two opposing measures
were on the same ballot. 1 hese
groups also tried to have the progr.mi thrown out on technical
grouiuls. asserting that the 2hmeniber Oversight Com mittee
. ontrollim: ('IR.M could imt be

.iccountable uiuier state laws.
ludge Ibiiime 1 ewin.ui S.ibravv
said that CdK.M could now begin
r.iismg iiionev .iiid writing grants.
1he Institute had issued bonds on
.April lu as .1 short-term solution
to get the ball rolling. Hut Lrulay's
decision allows state officials to
fuiui the stem-cell effort as originallv planned.
Science-friendly groups herald
ed the decision as a step in the
right direction,
"This l.iwsuit has not just been
about a state ballot measure or a
state agency in C'alifornia,” said
Susan DeLaurentis, president of
the Alliance for Stem Cell
Research, in a statement. “ It is also
about the hopes of millions of
Americans who sutTer from disease
and injuries that experts agree
could greatly benefit from stem
cell research.”
University officials said that
permanent approval by the judge
was crucial, and that the short
term solution would not h.we sus
tained the program.
“The training grants, while
they're in service of research by
training people to work with stem
cells, would not actually allow the
research to go forward," said
Irving Weissman, director of the
Stanford Institute for Stem Cw‘ll
Biology
ami
Regenerative
Medicine, in an interview with
the
Pharmaceutical
Business
Review.
■An appeal is expected. The

Associatevl Press reported Sunday
that a fni.il answer on the legaiitv
of the program may not be kiuiwii
for another year-and-a-half
California took up funding
stem-cell research after the federal
gviveniment made working with
certain kinds of cell lines illegal in
2001. This severely hindered
research in a field that is still
evolving.
Experts say that restrictive fed
eral guidelines have put the
United States at a competitive dis
advantage. 1 he state's measure was
designed to keep Cailifornia on the
cutting edge of research and
development. Sabraw wrote in her
opinion that the C'lRM model
would help the state attract scien
tists from around the world.
The debate continues within
the science coninumity about
whether privately, or publicly,
funded stem cell research is best.
Steve Peckinan, associate director
for UCTA's Institute for Stem Cell
Biology and Medicine, told The
Daily Bruin yesterday that private
research maximizes public gain
and ensures more oversight.
“ If the research is done in the
private sector, then you lose the
ability to ensure adequate dissemillation of the knowledge to benefit the most amount of people,” he
said. “By giving the money, (the
government h.is) the obligation to
then see how that nionev is spent
and to ensure there is regulation
and law.”

NEW
Now Accepting Applications for Cal Poly’s New Major
in Comparative Ethnic Studies
The Department ot Ethnic Studies is now accepting applications from Cal Poly
students who wish to enroll in the Comparative Ethnic Studies major for the fall nuar-

I-

ter of 2006 Students who enroll in the maior will out themselves at the crossrcaas ot
innovative theory and exciting interdisciplinary and comparative research.

Why major in Comparative Ethnic Studies?
Now more than ever graduates vith a Bachelor of Arts degree in Comparative Ethnic
Studies can acouire a competitive edge in the job market A degree in Comparative
Ethnic Studies offers valuable academic and hands-on training for students interested
n Dursuing professional careers or graouate study in the following fields;
primary and secondary education

Tersa C hobot
MASS^( H I M I IS DAIIV ( O i l K .I A N (l'. MASSA
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AMHERS T, M.ISS. — rill- Diner
Rcst.uir.iiit ill Aiiilicrst, .VLiss., h.is
soiiiv of till* most s.ivory, ik-licatc,
iiioiitlnv.itvniig ilcsscrts in the .ire.i.
Visitors e.in't miss the dessert
carousel .is they walk in the front
door. It h.is luinieroiis desserts to
choose from, including moist carrot
cake, original New York style
cheesecake, nutty chocolate brown
ies, whoopie pies, apple pie, french
silk pie, apple crisp and chocolate
chip cookies. If the guest wants it,
they’ve got it.
The most appealing of all is the
chocolate napoleon. Layer after layer
of chocolate mousse and a buttery
cream cheese rests between a soft,
nutty and flaky pastry shell. This
sounds delicious, doesn’t it? Not to
those who can’t eat it.
“After only a few bites, my mouth
began to tingle and my tongue
became itchy in the back of my
mouth. My throat began to close
slowly. I chewed on ice and breadsticks to try and reverse the reaction.
1 lost the ability to speak with a clear
voice, barely h,iving one ... and pro
ceeded to get blisters on the inside
of my lips and cheeks,” said senior
Erica Lopez about her food allergies.
Food allergies are growing
among .Americans, and scientists
can’t figure out why. The Food
Allergs' and .Anaphylaxis Netwiirk
estimated that the number of people
with food allergies has increased
from () niilhoii to I I niilhon m the
past five years. I laving a food allerg\is not only dangerous, but it makes
social situations difhcult.
University of Massachusetts
dietitian Dianne Sutherland thinks
It IS important for students with
allergies to contact her before com
ing to UMass, but dining services
finds out niostlv onlv atfer a student
has a reaction. Sutherland also
emphasizes that it is the student\
respoiisibilitv w ith a food allergx.
Sutherland said,"I also work with
students with food .illergies ,i> 1 can
send them weekly detailed menus
and also introduce them to the
managers, chefs at the D( N they are
working in so the •>tudent can com
municate witii the staff reg.irdmg
the allergies to ensure there is no
cross contamination.”
Students with alleriiies need to be

c.ireful 111 a college eiivironment.
Lopez has a list of many food aller
gies; she IS severely allergic to wal
nuts and peanuts, sov and wheat. As
a student, she found it difficult to eat
at the 1)imng Gommons.
“ 1 would find it verv scarv when
1 would see meals prepared by the
kitchens at the DCi that had nut
products in them that were not
clearly labeled. These ranging from
pasta dishes to desserts that would
contain nuts,” said Lopez. “Besto
sauce especially because the main
ingredient is pine nuts. These would
sometimes be labeled and sometimes
not.
For Lopez, when eating at the DCi
she had to be more aware than eat
ing at restaurants. Lopez said that
restaurants usually do a good job of
labeling ingredients in the menu.
Some of the most common food
allergies are milk, peanuts, tree nuts,
fish, shellfish, soy and wheat. These
eight foods cause 90 percent of all
food allergies, according to the Food
Allergv’ and Anaphylaxis Network.
If someone with an allergy con
sumes their allergen, certain re.ictions could occur. The person with
the allergy could become dizzy, stop
breathing, get hives, body parts could
swell, and even death is possible.This
is called anaphylaxis — a sudden and
severe allergic reaction.
When dining out. a person with
a food allergy needs to be aware if
certain products are used in the
preparation of the meals. Bertucci’s
Brick Oven Restaurant kitchen and
food manager Russ Wells said that
all of their dishes are peanut-free
and that they work with people
with food allergies to specifically
make dishes suitable to their needs.
“Some of our pizzas have scallops
and shrimp on them, so we have
utensils specifically for cutting the
seafood pizzas and utensils for the
non-seafood pizzas to ensure that
there is lui cross contamination. ’
Wells said.
Bertucci’s uses Kill percent pureolive oil, so diners don’t need to
worr\ that their dishes are cooked
in peanut oil.
FA>od allergies can be ver'- dan
gerous. People with friends and
lin ed ones w ith food allergies
should know what to do m case of
a reaction. If a reaction does occur,
an immediate EipiPen shot needs to
be used and then either call 91 I or
be taken to the emeruenev room.

law
medicine
social work and human resources
public health
psychology and/or counseling

GRADUATING?
Stay Connected to Cal Poly after
graduation with an Alumni Grad Pack

journalism
urban planning
politics

G r a d Packs I n c lu d e :

business and finance

-

international relations
non-profit and community-based organizations, NGOs
creative writing and performance art

Alumni Association m em bership
Exclusive Class o f 2 0 0 6 Gift
Alumni license plate fram e
Entry into daily raffle drawing!

Graduate degrees in Cultural Studies. American Studies. Women s Studies,
Cntical Theory

f'4

For application information visit the department’s web page:
http://cla calDoly e d u /e s /in a ex html,
or em ail ethnicstudies(gcalpoly.edu.
or call the department at 756-1707

Pick up yout Grad Pack at
the special price of $20.06 during
C a l P o ly G r a d D a y s
A p r il 2 5 -2 8 , 2 0 0 6

El Corral Bookstoie-^rrOO am - _t:30 pm

Questions? Call 756-2586 or visit
www.almostalumni.t aljroly.effu

s

Spring
Job
Fair

Jo b s for
all m ajors
both days!

Day One _

Day Tw o

Thursday, April 27

Friday, April 28

9:30 am 21st CENTURY TECHN
ABERCROMBIE & FI
ACCREDITED HOME L
AECOM
AMGEN
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANES
ASYMTEK
AT&T SERVICES. INC.
ATI ARCHITECTS AND ENGMEERS
BAESYSTBNS
BERRY PETROLEUM C ( m m H
BOBRICK WASHROOM EQUIPHENT, INC.
BUCKLES-SMITH
CAPITAL LUMBER COMPANY
CENTEX HOMES
CHARLES RIVER LABORATORIES
CINTAS CORPORATION
CLARK REALTY BUILDERS
CLIMAX PORTABLE MACHINE TOOLS
CLOROX COMPANY
CNET NETWORKS
COLE CHRYSLER DODGE
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS (CED)
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC
CUSTOMFLIX
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
EMC CORPORATION
ENTERPRISE
FASTENAL COMPANY
FM GLOBAL
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
GOTHIC LANDSCAPE. INC.
HBE CORPORATION
HELIX ELECTRIC
HEWLETT PACKARD
HOOGERWERF ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.
HRP LANDESIGN
HSBC CARD SERVICES
HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS INC
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS, INC
INTEL CORPORATION
JPA LANDSCAPE AND CONSTRUCTION
KEITH YATES DESIGN GROUP
LAM RESEARCH
LENNAR CORPORATION
LOCKHEED MARTIN
MASTERFOODSUSA
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS
MENDOCINO FOREST PRODUCTS
MERCURY
MINDBODY ONLINE
MJS DESIGN GROUP, INC.
MWA, INC.
NUVIS
PARSONS CORPORATION
PETERSON POWER SYSTEMS. INC.
PFIZER, INC.
PRESTON PIPELINES, INC.
PULTE HOMES
R2L ARCHITECTS
RAYTHEON COMPANY
RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE
SAFEWAY. INC.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
TARGET DISTRIBUTION
US AIR CONDITIONING DISTRIBUTORS
USG CORPORATION
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
VALLEYCREST COMPANIES
VIASAT, INC
WALD. RUHNKE, & DOST ARCHITECTS
WALGREENS
WALMART STORES INC
WEYERHAEUSER
M.V BOLTHOUSE FARMS. INC
WORLEYPARSONS

in C hum ash A uditorium

Presented by

Division of Student Affairs

Cal Poly, Bldg 124
805-756-2501

www.can^rsQrvic6S.catpoly. odu

I

[
For the complete list of

companies and over 240
job descriptions, logon to

my.calpoly.edu, click on
Mustang Jobs and look
under Events

AECOM
TRUCTORS OF CALIFORNIA
G STRUCTURAL ENGINEB^S
___ ARCHITECTS
C N l i s CORPORATION
C m T NETWORKS
COEN COMPANY
COFFEE BEAN A t ^ TEA LEAF (THE)
CUSTOHFUX
DB. MONTE FOODS
DES ARCHITECTS + O ^ f C E R S
F. KORBEL & BROS., INCJKENWOOD WINERY
FEDBUVTED INSURANCE
FERGUSON. A WOLSELEY COMPANY
FOWLER NURSERES, INC.
GOTHIC LANDSCAPE, INC.
GROEMGER & COMPANY
GRUEN ASSOCIATES
GUARDIAN INDUSTRES
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS INC.
HOLLIDAY FENOGUO FOWLER, LP
IMPACT SC IEN CE, INC.
INTEL CORPORATION
JEFFREY DEMURE 4 ASSOCIATES ^
JENSEN CORP. (UNDSCAPE CONTRACTORS)
JPA LANDSCAPE AND CONSTRUCTION
KTGY GROUP, INC.
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
MOOG, INC.
MORNINGSTAR FOODS, LLC
MOVE, THE NEW HOMESTORE
NEW UNITED MOTOR MANUFACTURING, INC.
NORTHSTAR ENGINEERING GROUP. INC.
NURSERYMEN’S EXCHANGE, INC.
PALM, INC.
PARKLAND HOMES. INC.
PW CONSTRUCTION
RADIX TECHNOLOGES
RIVERBED TECHNOLOGY
SCHLUMBERGER
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS
ST. HART CONTAINER
STRUCTURAL DESIGN GROUP
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
STUDIO G
SUGARCRM, INC.
SYNNEX CORP
TEKSYSTEMS
TETRA TECK INC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TRINCHERO FAMILY ESTATES
WALGREENS
WEYERHAEUSER
XILINX, INC.
YARDI SYSTEMS. INC.
YOUNG & BORLIK ARCHITECTS, INC.

,

Non-profit Organizations & Public Sector Agencies:
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES REGISTRY
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF SOCIAL SERVICES-DAPD
CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
CALIFORNIA STATE CONTROLLERS OFFICE
CALTRANS - DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CASA PACIFICA
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES DEPT.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
ENDEAVOR CAMP/SIL, INC.
HANFORD, CITY OF
IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT
LIFE STEPS FOUNDATION, INC.
LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS
MONTEREY COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
NAVSEAPORT HUENEME
NCI AFFILIATES, INC. & ACHIEVEMENT HOUSE. INC.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CITY OF
SAN LUIS OBISPO, COUNTY OF
SANTA BARBARA, COUNTY OF

M
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Balk
continued from page 16

uses a stare down to indicate that
the next time that happens,
I laywood will receive a haymaker
to liis head.
4:43 — We’ve gone from
2.3-S and all the makings of
a blowout t(i 23-21 as
Gilbert Arenas makes a 3pomter from just inside half
court to end the first ejuarter. just think Hay Area
n.itives (myself being one).
Arenas was once an
Oakland W.irnor, and wait,
so was Antawn Jamison!
(!ood to see that the
Oakland farm system is
turning potential prospects
into perennial players for
the Washington I ).(^
Wizards. Excuse me while
I go play in traffic.
4:49 — The Wizards have
now scored IS unanswered
points. 1 here seems to he a
revolution brewing under
King James.
5 :1 8 — llalftime:
C'avaliers winning 38-37. ^
5:20 — Time for my favorite
part of a basketball game on
TNT: (diaries Barkley. Less than
1(1 seconds into the halftime
show, and Barkley is engaged in a
silent battle of wills with fellow
analyst Kenny Smith. He slides a
pencil in front of Smith, who
quickly pushes it back to Barkley.
But Barkley slides it right back as
Smith is looking the other way.
Smith, noticing the pencil once
again, “no-looks” the “pencil pick
up” and slyly drops it on the
floor, giving into Barkley and
hoping no one watching is the
wiser. Indisputable evidence as to
why Barkley is a hall-of-famer.

and insider information only
available right here on Sports
Balk!
5:41 — Arenas shows his disre
spect for the crown as he dunks
over King Janies and gives the
Wizards ihe lead, 40-39.

more face time on television. •
Really, 1 am. It was high time
sports were eliminated as the only
sanctuary on television where you
didn’t have to hear any references
to “ToniKat.” I’ll just get back to
playing real-life Frogger on cam
pus
6:22 — With the score
68-68 and eight minutes
left, this is the time for
LeBron to show us just
how much he’s matured in
three years in the NBA.
6:37 — LeBron turns it
over on a beliind the back
pass, and the ('avaliers
force a jump ball with
1:38 left to play — down
by five — but still within
striking distance. But in a
microcosm of the whole
game, the (Cavaliers win
the jump ball, LeBron and
llgauskas run into each
other, they do a one-foot
ed tlamingo dance on the
sideline. LeBron makes
another errant pass trying
to save it and the ball flies
right to Gilbert Arenas for
easy bucket ... AND
C7NE!
6:54 — Washington adds a lit
tle drama by failing to make key
rebounds and free throws down
the stretch, but hold on to win
89-84. So which was the real
LeBron: the triple-double
LeBron, or the one w'ho struggled
under physical defense tonight?
Find out if King James will
reclaim his throne in game three
on Friday night.

I’m all for any
ex c u se to g et Tom
C ruise m ore face
tim e on telev isio n .
R eally, I am. It was
high tim e sports
w ere elim in ated as
the o n ly sanctuary
on telev isio n w h ere
you d id n ’t have to
hear any references
to ‘T om K at.’

5:49 — Butler inadvertently
steps on the train tracks as
LeBron steamrolls him on his way
to pounding the ball through the
net... AND ONE! Beware of
the third rail.
6:06 — Gooden has 14
rebounds and we’re still in the
third quarter. With LeBron play
ing inconsistent and in foul trou
ble after two straight charges,
(iooden is single-handedly keep
ing them in this game.
6:15 — T N T and the produc
Buuiford Applin is a sophomore
ers o f “Mission Impossible 3"
journalism major. Despite ruesday
have a cross promotion going on
night, he mill fight for King James’
with the NBA playoffs. I’m all
army any day. K-mail him at hapfor any excuse to get Tom Cruise plin@calpoly.edu.

Silas
continued from page 16

tures. Meanwhile, pitcher John
Smoltz pretended to whip Jones in
the buttocks, Silas said.
Hanissment and discrimination is
inherent with women in sports
journalism, Silas said, and job avail
ability is at odds as well.
Joanne (ierstner, president for the
Association for Women m Sports
Media and sportswriter for The
Detroit News, had a much different
perspective fn>m her coverage of the
Detn>it Pistons. She described the
players’ attitudes
toward her presence
in the locker rt>om
as respectful and
courteous,
some
even opening doors
for her.
Still.
(ierstner
knows not every
body has the same
positive experience.
“ It happens both
by athletes and
coaches and by ctilleagues in news
rooms,’’ she said. “It’s pathetic, it’s
sad. Unfortunately, a lot of this inex
cusable behavior is alibied by, ‘Oh
well, boys will be boys.’’’

I www.mustangdaily.net (

Mustangs dominate at
Poly Royal Rodeo

BRENNAN ANGEL

.MUSIAN c .

dahy

Cal Poly’s top notch male and female rodeo squads won big in front of
a hometown crowd at the Poly Royal Rodeo on Friday and Saturday.
Jandy Jones
M U S IA N i. DAILY

The (ial Poly rodeo team smoked
its competition at the Poly Royal
Rodeo over the weekend. The team
clinched seven individual first-places
and took first in the team champi
onship.
('oach Frank Mello said that the
team consists of 10 people. There are
four women and six men and that
only these designated people make
points that go for the team stand
ings, he said, (ioing into the rodeo,
both the men’s and women’s teams
were No. 1 in their region.
“We not only lead the region, but
we also won the men’s and w'omen’s
all-around and team at our own
it>deo,’’ Mello said.
Dallas Osburn took the men’s allaround title and Jodi Coppini took

the women’s all-around title.
Osburn, Milton French and Ben
Londo, respectively, won first, sec
ond and third in the saddle bronc
event.
Londo also placed second in the
bareback riding. Joseph Clarot won
second in the tie-dow-n roping and
Osburn also placed fifth in the
event. Lacy Teague tied for sixth in
steer wrestling.
('al Poly swept the team roping
header event taking first through
seventh and tied in the third and
fifth positions. (Osburn placed first,
Kelsey Johnson took second, Clarot
and William Nicholson tied for
third. Marcey Teixeira and Trevor
Morgan tied for fifth and Candice
Pope took seventh.
In the team roping heeler event
see Rodeo, page 15

the television industry are destined
for NFL sideline reporting, Silas said.
While there are more female
a'porters covering professional sports,
the opportunities mmain namYw.
“There are a lot more female
sideline reporters, unfortunately,
because it’s really the only job out
there,” Silas said.
She also cited the WNBA and
Olympics as job opportunities for
females in broadcast journalism.
(ierstner attributes the lack of
females in the business to stK'iological traits inherent in society. There
aren’t nearly as many females pursu

A larger issue is the lack of
women in positions of power.
(ierstner said. Precedence and time
in the field are needed to advance to
an executive position — an improb
able task for women seeking a fami
ly life.
Paternal leave prevents women
from achieving higher status posi
tions and sometimes results m job
loss.
“ I feel sorry for (iayle (iardner,
who was pretty much the first
(female) ESPN anchor,” Silas said.
“She was really smart, good at what
she did. She had a kid, gained a little
weight and didn’t
have a job when
she came back.”
While women’s
participation
in
sports
has
i n c r e a s e d
immensely due to
Title IX, progress
for women m
—^^loanne (ierstner
sports journalism
prosufent o f AWSM
remains stagnant.
While the start
ing careers in sports journalism as ing quarterback for her junior high
there are males, which can be traced football team, Silas faced little adver
back to the way children are raised, sity fmiii her teammates. However,
her time as a sports journalist has
she said.
“We are probably the last institu been a reminder of the unequal
tion outside of the (iatholic Papacy treatment that still challenges
that is male-dominated and won’t women in the male-dominated
change,” (ierstner said.
workplace.

|
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W e are probably the last
institution outside o f the
C atholic Papacy that is m ale
dom inated and w o n ’t change.

San Luis Obispo Paim Theatre
Friday 5th May at 7pm & 9:30pm
Tickets $9, Thru Ticketweb.com
Moondoggies, Centrai Coast
Surfboards or at the door
www.tickttwffb.com

The future
Most women sports reporters in

Check oiit tomorrow’s paper for a Chris
G ocoi^ draft spedai
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ACROSS

36 Asian capital
whose name
means “place of
4 Rosemary and
the gods"
sage
40 More lustrous
10 National,
42 Lay off
previously
44 Kicking dance
14 Flurry
15 Berate
45 Over and over
47 Stand at home?
16 Pick stuff up
48 Booker, at times
17 Manipulative
technique
50 What mirrors
show
19 Parks of
Alabama
52 Something in
the air
20 Letter that’s not
really at the end 55 New Zealand
of the Greek
native
alphabet
57 Satisfy
21 She. in Italy
58 Stage actress
22 Web surfer, e g
Caldwell and
23 They can carry
others
a tune
60 Watch part
26 Thrown in the air 64 Arctic
28 Discrimination
exclamation
against a
65 Search-bymajority
definition tool
31 Dallas” mother 68 Film lead-in for
33 Baloney
Cop
34 Kind of
69 Love letter
consciousness
salutation
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70 Make it while
the sun shines
71 Checkup
72 Puts forth
73 Casual greetings

\

DOWN
Rapper who co
founded Roc-aFella Records
2 Hipness
3 Binge
4 Hit sign
5 "That’ll show
44
him!"

6 Put through a
sieve
7 Novel that
begins "Stately
plump Buck
Mulligan ...”
8 Low pitch
9 Minnesota twin'^
10 Red Sox fans’
slogan until
2004
11 Nelson
Mandela's
native tongue
Sits for a shot
Eyeball benders
Like some
church matters
Bundle
Shield border
Heineken, e g
Richie’s mom
to the Fonz
Play alone
Coast-to-coast
hwy
Future atty. ’s
hurdle
Middle name of
The King
Rhyme scheme
of the “Rubdiyit ’

nr
14? [4T
|4 ■
|4P

■Vj

C^;i . *1
f,“’
64
70

J

75"

Puztie by Bbn Tautig

38 Kingdom in a
1951 Broadway
musical
39 No pro
41 Home equity
conversion
43 "Eso
" (Paul
Anka hit)
46 N S A
neadquarters
near Baltimore

49 It may cause a
breakdown
51 Knack

56 Grant portrayer

www.mustaiigdaily.iu't i

Rodeo
continued from page ¡4

Barrel rat ing .iiul hull riding were
the only events that the C!al I’oK
rotleo team tlid luH plate in.
Gal I'tily still leads the men’s
team and women's team in the
West ('oast Kegion. The men's
team leads with 4,S4U points and
the women’s team has 3,.5()2.l()
points. The women's team has
almost a 1,.S0() point lead over
University of Nevada Las Vegas.
Gal Poly also leads the men’s allartuind, the bareback riding, team
rtiping header, breakaway and gtrat
tying.
Ltindo, a jiimor in ctnistruction
management, said the team has a
had a gtuid veai ,md that its gtial is
to go to the (4)llege National
(.oiiem. I iii.ii'. helil n lime
.Mello -.lul g IS times hard to get
all the team memlsers togeriier for
pr.ictice because of scheduhim con
flicts. 1 he team goes our and pr.ic
tices on Its own w hen it i in. he said
Th .i.uii na.i practic ui n the
covereo ireiia at the Mid State
Fairgrounds in Paso ILobles bev arise

in 1970’s-80’s
TV

59 Endangered
antelope
61 Hurting
62 Ta-ta!”
53 Copy
54 San Francisco’s 63 Grand" brand
66 Granola gram
___ Buena
67 Auditing org
island

su|do|ku :

52 Card game
without 8’s 9’s
and I 0’s

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute; or. with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips, nytimes com/piuzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords

of all the ram, he said, lie hauleti
cattle up to the fairgrouiuls and
st.iyed all day so that the team mem
bers could practice when they
could. Mello said.
Londo said that the team helps
each other out when it comes to
practice and is willing to work with
one another. One of'the nice parts
of rodeo is th.it everyone helps out.
he said.
4 he ('al Poly rodeo team has two
rodeos left before the college finals
ill June.
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Oooh so spicy!

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

Port San Luis Harbor is hiring
Lifegaurds for Avila Beach. Obtain
apps. at Harbor office Pier THree,
Avila Beach. Close date 4/28/06.
Tryout date 4/29/06
For more info call 595-5400

LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

Cal Poly A g Surplus Auction
Animal Sci. & Bioresource and Ag.
Engineering Departments

Open Saturday 12-3 pm
Free Lists of Homes for Sale
Condos, Mobile Homes &
Units in SLO & Local Areas
Alex Gough Adobe Realty
Broker cell (805) 748-5952
Toll Free (800) 827-1434

College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2006-2(X)7
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice. Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

Your career in
California should
start here.

FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Now Hiring! Premier childrens
summer camp seeking camp
counselors, activity instructors,
ropes-course facilitators,
lifegaurds, and many more!
visit our website at
www.rivenvayranchcamo.com and
call us at (800) 821-2801
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Fishing Industry. Great pay!
Free Room & Board
and Travel! Male/Female.
No experience necessary.
www.AlaskaJobFinder.com

Check out the

, California
Community Colleges
Registry
for faculty and administrative
opportunities at any one of
the 109 California Community
Colleges. Stop by our booth at
Cal Poly's Spring job ^air
___________

r
Day Cam ps -Seek Summer Staff, j
"San Pernando and Conejo Valley j
$3000 $3600 (888) 784-CAM P j
w w w .w orkatcam p.com /slo
[
Exotic Dancer Wanted M/F
$100 oer hr + tips No exp. req.
^art-tim e own hours C website;

highendentertainment.com
(888) 744-4436 Ask for Doug
I
I
Sports camp Counselors
Near Palo Alto $72-$90 per Jay
'vww.decatnionsportsclub.com

______ EEO

For m ore in fo rm a tio n v is it

www.cccregistry;org
Interested in Development ? CM,
Civil Urban Planning. Arch.: “ lease
join Capital Pacific Holdings (full
spectrum developer) sponsoring
ASCM meeting Food provided
Thurs, 4/27. Engineering West
Bldg. 21. Room 121A

SHOUT OUTS
Happy 21st Cindy!
Love, the 3 C ’s

WHEN: Sat, April 29th at 10 am
WHERE: Cal Poly Feed Mill.
Bldg. 78 (follow signs)
PREVIEW: Friday. April 28th 9-5 pm
WHAT: Reefer Bobtail Truck.
Trailers: Horse, Stock and Rat goose-neck & bumper, Shop &
Metal Working Equip. Antique
Engine, Shop Tables, Milling
Machines, Forklift. Skidsteer
Loader, Quad Runners, Welders,
Hyd. Equip, Forges. Farm Equip.
Lab Equip & MUCH MORE!!
For complete list & terms:
www.animalsclence.calpoly.edu
Or call 805-756-1120

HOMES FOR SALE
For a Free List of Properties
for sale in the SLO Area
Call Jim McBride at 783-4403
1-800-397-7653 or Email:
C21JimMcBride@yahoo.com
-Century 21 SL PropFree list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Real Estate for sale
Farrell Smyth Real Estate
View listings on our interactive
vebsite: www.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2172

3 Bed/ 2 1/2 Bath Townhouse
$1900; 2 Bed Cedar Creek
$1600; Luxury condo with
garage near Cal Poly $1700
plus... www.slohomes.com
OPEN HOUSE Sat-Sun 12-5 pm
Walk to Cal PolyBeautiful 2 bdrm/lbath home.
Completely remodeled inside/out,
new roof, siding, plumbing,
electrical, windows, heater, tile
floors/counter tops, hardwood
floor, Jacuzzi, appliances.
Large lot w/ new redwood deck.
Freshly painted inside/out.
Pre-listing price: $625.000
1035 Murray St., SLO
(805) 801-2946

Foothill Hacienda Apts.
2 Bdrm/ 2bath 1/2 block to Poly
furnished for four people, cable.
HBO, high spd. internet incl.
Sept.-June (805) 748-6913
Nice, laid-back 2nd yr female
looking for shared room or own
room for ‘06 - ’07 near Cal Poly or
bus stop to Cal Poly (~450 neg.)
Please call: (408) 821-6253
Off-campus rentals Farrell Smyth
property management
complete list on our websitewww.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2636

LOST AND FOUND

Open Saturday 12-3 pm
Ranger Dave’s Compound3 BR. 2 BA House -f 1 BR APT
(2,100 SF) Steps to campus, UCC,
Newman & Health CTRS $879 K
Free lists of all local MLS listings
of Homes & Condos for Sale.
Alex Gough Adobe Realty
Broker cell (805) 748-5952
Toll Ree (800) 827-1434

$1000 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact: 431-2972

Want to place a classified ad'’
Call Jackie at 756-1143 or email
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

Lost cardholder wallet- blue w
flower print. Call (408) 821-6253

Lost black faded zip-up jacket
with flower print. (408j 821-6253
Keys found to Scion
Call Bryan 234-4337

REWARD for lost grey cat
Please call: (386) 383-4678

Lost and Found ads are FREE'

jf. —

Sports editor: Frank Stroiizl* miLstan^dailyspiyrtsQ^mil.cotn
Assistant sports editor: C'hris Ciunn
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DISCRIMINATION

IN SPORTS MEDIA — A CAL POLY BASEBALL ANNOUNCER TELLS ALL

Frank Stranzl
M U SIA N C D.MIY

The quarterback of a junior high
football team. A basketball and base
ball player. Track and field at a
prominent NC'AA Division 1
school.
C'.J. Silas has been a sports addict
since grade school. She loved sports
so much that she pursued a career in
sports radio.
Fifteen years later, Silas has tra
versed the continent and seen many
great moments in sports, but her
career has been marred by numerous
instances of gender-based discrimi
nation.
“C')n a daily basis, it’s a lot ditFerent for me in a room (at work) than
it IS for a guy,” Silas said. “ 1 walk in
and it’s like, ‘Oh shoot, I wonder if
she knows what she’s talking about.
There’s no way she’s going to know
what she’s talking about.’”
Silas, who currently has a onehour segment Monday through
Friday on the local ESPN Radio sta
tion and doubles as the Cal Poly
baseball public-address announcer, is
one of just a few females in the
sports radio business.
The Los Angeles native and
diehard Dodgers fan first entered the
realm of sports journalism after
enrolling at the University of
Southern California and then at
Syracuse University, where she grad
uated with a bachelor’s degree in
communications in 1991,
If she could go hack to the day

A
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Carolyn-Jo Silas has worked in sports journalism for 15 years, her jobs ranging from a field producer and
production assistant for ESPN/ESPN2 television to a talk show host for CBS SportsLine Radio.
she decided to take an internship at
WAER-FM88, National Public
Radio, she might have changed her
course to avoid the discrimination,
she said. Flowever, a passion for
sports kept her in the business and
eventually led her to jobs with
ESPN, CBS and FOX.

baseball and football personality
Chris Myers, that Silas endured her
most debilitating instances of harass
ment and discrimination. In the first
broadcast, the opening trailer high
lighted the accomplishments of
Myers, but portrayed Silas as a
stereotypical
sports-ignorant
woman.
D iscrim ination at FOX
“It’s time for ‘The Drive’ on
It was at FOX in 2004, doing a FOX. You know him from
show with renowned NASCAR, NASCAR on FOX, Major League

Baseball on FOX, N-F-L on FOX
Chris Myers!,” Silas said, describing
the exuberant depiction of her co
host. “And C.J. Silas, she’s a chick
who kinda knows about sports and
stuff.”
Silas was silent for several seconds,
on the air live and stunned. To make
matters worse, the noise of chirping
crickets broke her silence.
In future shows, her name was
introduced as “C.J. (crickets chirping

noise). They didn’t even say 1 was a
chick who kinda knew sports and
stuff, now they’re just pkiying crick
ets and I’m on a national network.
I’m talking about sports from noon
to four every day, obviously 1 know
something.”
The sound bite w'asn’t an isolated
incident.
Admittedly not a devout jew, Silas
still took holid.iys off to spend with
family and friends. When Passover, a
nuijor Jewish holiday, came around,
she took two nights off like many of
the Jewish faith would. However, for
the two days prior to and following
the holiday, the song “ Havah
Nagilah” played anytime she spoke.
“Most of the time, 1 let it go,” Silas
said.“ Like my time at FOX ... it was
really hard, like nothing I’ve ever
experienced anywhere else. And it
was only because I was a woman.”
These two examples hardly
scratch the surface of her problems
at FOX, but a pending lawsuit pre
vents her from talking about other
occasions of discrimination.
The troubles didn’t stop in the
office for Silas.
It doesn’t stop in the office
After some prodding, Silas got a
one-on-one interview with then
Atlanta Braves first baseman Fred
McGriff in the early ‘90s. The inter
view took place inside the Braves’
clubhouse following a home game
and a young Andruw Jones did his
best to interrupt any normalcy to
see Silas, page 14

Reality writing: LeBrons Encore Bertoni leads Mustangs
to Big West golf title

ntroductions? Pssh, introduc
tions are for columnists
without word limits, so I’ll
preface my column with this:
Reality writing is where you get
to experience a sporting event,
through my “unconventional” per
spective.
On Saturday, LeBron “King”
James became only the third player
ever to have a triple-double in his
playoff debut with 32 points, 11
assists and 11 rebounds against the
Washington Wizards. I missed it,
and as a professed follower of NBA
basketball, it was inexcusable to
miss this significant event in the
career of the future (arguably cur
rent) face of the NBA. I wasn’t
about to miss his follow-up perfor
mance:
3:59 p.m . PST — 1 switch
over to TN T just in time to catch
the tail end of an episode o f“Law
and Order” before the game as
Jack McCoy quips: “1 hope he
takes that image with him to
prison.” I couldn’t think of a better
way for TNT to transition into a
NBA telecast. “Dun! Dun!”
4:15 — 1 present before you the
lyrics to tonight’s pre-game song:
“This is 10 percent luck, 20 per
cent skill, 15 percent concentrated
power of will, 5 percent pleasure,
.50 percent pain, and 1(K) percent
reason to remember the name.”
I don’t know what frustrates me

I

more, the fact that it added up to
2(M) percent or the fact that I just
replayed that six times on my TiVo
to share it with you. Consequently
I’m now starting to like it. No
one talks about the negative side
effects ofTiVo...

beard. Nothing says I’m focused
on winning a championship like
blatantly disregarding your own
personal hygiene.
4:18 — Just in case you were
wondering if 1 would mention
basketball in this week’s column:
LeBron strips Antawn Jamison as
he tries to post-up, leading to a
Hughes jumper as Cleveland
strikes first.
4:23 — LeBron takes it to the
rack on the fast break and ea.sily
makes the layup as well as the free
throw. That brings their lead to
13-4, but the best part was how
LeBron made the “blocking-foulhands-smacked-against-hips-referee-signal” right in sync with the
official. James made the basket,
turned to the referee, and the two
proceeded to make the physical
sign for the call directly at each
other. The proper call — but if
having the official thrust his pelvis
in your direction isn’t having the
referees in your pocket — I don’t
know what is.
4:17 — Cleveland wins the tip
4:31 — It’s 17-4 and we get a
and we are underway! I count
that four of the Cavalier starters — shot ofWizards coach Eddie
Jordan and his three musketeers
LeBron, Drew Gooden, Larry
mustache. Even the TV. guys are
Hughes and Zydrunas Ilgauskas (I
trying to encourage Eddie to call a
do believe the spell check on my
timeout and stop the bleeding.
computer just had a nervous
4:33 — Brendan Haywood just
breakdown) — as all having playoff
forcibly corralled LeBron as he was
beards in various stages of develop
driving down the lane. LeBrtin
ment. It’s now official: Every sport
see Balk, page 14
is ripping off the NHL playoff
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In what was a dominating per
formance, the Cal Poly men’s golf
team
won
the
Big West
Championship Tournament.
Three mustangs finished in the
to p -10, including star Travis
Bertoni who finished in second
place behind Long Beach State’s
Ryan Panichpakdee.
Bertoni was also named Big West
Men’s Golf Athlete of the Year for
the third time in his career. He fin
ished with a final score of 207,
including an impressive final round
of 66. Panichpakdee was even bet
ter however, shooting a Tijeras
Creek Golf Club record 62 on his
final round and finishing with an
overall score o f 200.
Bertoni’s teammates Kevin
O ’Brien finished in fourth with a
score of 216 and Dave Lewinski
finished in a four-way tie for fifth
with a final score of 217. Fellow
Mustangs JJ Scurich placed
11th,and Colin Peck finished in
16th in the field of 35 players.
After day one the Mustang’s vic
tory looked like a sure thing. Cal
Poly led UC Irvine by 12 strokes
after the first two raunds and ended
up winning by 15 strokes. The
Anteaters finished in second-place,
followed by Long Beach State,

e S U Northridge, Pacific, UC
Santa Barbara and UC Riverside
rounding out the field.
Cal
Poly
coach
Scott
Cartwright shared Big West Coach
o f the Year honors with Long
Beach State’s Bob Livingstone and
UC Irvine’s Paul Smolinski.
The Cal Poly Women’s golf
team struggled at the Big West
Championship, finishing in last
place.
Freshman Allison Wing was a
bright spot for the Mustangs as her
solid performance led her to a
16th place finish at the tourna
ment. She shot a 77 on her second
round and finished with a final
score o f 236.
W ing’s
teammates
Jilayne
Lovejoy and Kelly McEachern
tied for 22nd, while Hannah
Brabb and Jessica Huss tied for
24th place.
The winner o f the Big West
Tournament was UC Irvine, led
by
Selanee’
Henderson.
Henderson finished in first place
finishing with a score o f 219. She
was also named Big West Female
Golfer o f the Year. Her teammate
Jane Chin followed bu«|}ind in sec
ond.
Long Beach State finished in
second, UC Riverside placed in
third and C'SU Northridge ended
in fourth place.

